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Lordsburg, New Mexico, Friday,

Volume XXIX No. 28
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
CHILDREN CHAUTAUQUA AT
FREE BOOKS
2
8
MAY
TO
DEMING.
The children !of Lorddburg will
assembly
chautauqua
The
first
opportunities
for
many
the
have
Stands Ready to supwinning of prizes to be given by to be held in Luna county will Government
ply
Homesteaders,
Miners
Deming
week
begin
in
in
the
first
the Fatrons' Association for clean
And Others
yards, gardens, sewing and cook- May, and it is safe to predict that
ing, a list of which is given below. it will be a great success from ev
(By Local U. S. Commissioner)
The committees are : Yards and ery point of view, bringing its di
of
and
entertainment
clean
That the United States goveri
Gardens, R. M. Reynolds, J. L. Au- version
ment stands ready to help ta
gustine, W. F. Ritter, Mrs. B. B. educational uplift.
The program has been well se public land homesteader jii
Ownhy, Mrs. D. F, Sellards. Baking, Mrs. J. L. Wells, Mrs. Emma lected with all tastes for amuse- lightening liim on the fine points
Fuller, Miss E. Dempewolf. Sew- ment and diversion in view, be- of the law and in aiding those
ing, Mesdames, Briel, Jeffus, Ran- ginning with the Comus players not holding government land to
on Tuesday evening, May 2, who make their selection, is clearly evidall, Killebrew and Ritter.
will present scenes from Shakes dent by the numerous free publiPrizes in Industrial Work
perian drama, followed by "Carson cations that may be had upon bd- 1. For clean back yards:
of the North Wood," a story of the pncation to the Commissioner at
First Prize, $3.00.
Canadian country.
the General Land Office, Washing
Second prize, $2.00.
The Chautauqua boosters held ton, D. C.
Third Prize, $1.00.
Regulations:
All trash should a meeting last Monday and organEvery point of the homestead,
be cleaned up and destroyed. The ized for the sale of tickets. Frank desert land, contest and other laws
president,
was
elected
Nordhaus
yard should contain no wild brush
is brought out in a way easily un
except ornamental shrubbery, and Miss Perkins, secretary, and E. L. derstood by the layman in var
no large stones.
There must be Foulks treasurer. The following ious free booklets which are avail
a path from the gate to the door. vice presidents were appointed in able to any person making applica
The wood pile must be neat, with the Deming district: F, V. Bush, tion for them. Ignorance on ques
chips raked up. No pools of water Lordsburg; W. C. Hoover, Colum- tions of government land is disapor untidy ditches must be allowed, bus; E. G. Parks, Columbus; N. R. pearing at a rapid, rate and will
All utensils and tools must be neat- Chapman, Myndus; George McCan, doubtless soon be abolished by the
ly arranged in their proper places Capitol Dome. E. R. Vallandigham United btates.
All children up to the age of 14 was chosen chairman of the ground
Following is given a brief list,
committee; H. A. Lane, advertisare eligible.
of
Goebel
ing,
the more important publica
Dr.
and
Grace
Miss
and
2. For Flower or Vegetable Gar
tions, a summary and the booklet
Janet Reid, tickets.
den :
number:
First prize, $5.00.
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
Vacant Lands (Circular 420)
.Second Prize, $3.00.
The Democratic County Commiv giving a statement of public lands,
Third prize, $2.00.
tee, W. B. Walton, chairman, hai surveyed and unsurveyed, in states,
The garden must cover a space issued a call for a county con land districts, and counties.
or spaces equal in area to a plot i vention to be held in Silver Cit
Circular 414, "Suggestions to
ft. by 12 ft. It must be in a neat May 13th, for the purpose of electand thrifty condition.
For children over 10 years of
age.
3. Sewing Contesta
(a) For best handmade nightgown (girls over 12 years).
FUrst prize, $3.00.
Second prize, $2.00.
Third prize, $1.00.
(b) For best hand hemmed
(girls under 12 years).
First prize, $1.00.
Second prize, 75c.
Third prize, 50c.
.4. Cooking Contest:
For the best loaf of lightbread,
to be made by the contestant with
no assistant.
First prize, $3.00.
Second prize, $2.00.
Third prize, $1.0u.
For girls over 12 years.
Names of contestants must be
filed with teachers by May 1st.
dish-tow-

ing
delegates to the state
vention at Albuquerque, May 24.
There are 114 delegates from the
various precincts in Grant county. Primaries are to be held
to call, on May. 6. South
ern Grant county will be well represented at the convention, according to present plans of the Demo
crats.
16

con-

OPINION RENDERED

IN U. S. BANK CASE

In the suit of L. R. Jones vs. the
Bankers' Trust Company and the
six or seven suits consolidated
against the company, Judge Pope
rendered an extensive opinion followed by an order denying plain
tiff's motion to strike certain por
tions of defendants answer. These
are suits in which it was alleged
some $90,000 worth of bank stock
was sold under false pretenses of
agents who represented the bank
stock as paying 30 per cent a year
New Mexican.

:aole Drug Mercantile Co.
Be

Sire To Visit

WE Are HEADQUARTERS

Miif
For All

linter; Put
GOOD THINGS To EAT

Both in Canned and Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
We are Receiving Daily the Following and
Selling Them at a Price That Anyone Can Afford to Eat Them.

spinach, per bunch 5 cts.
tips, 2 bunches for 25cts.
Asparagus
Fresh
Nice firm head lettuce 5cts the head.
Turnips, fresh from Cal. lOctsthe bunch.
Carrots lOcts the bunch.
Beets lOcts the bunch.
Fresh green onions 5cts the bunch.
Fresh red'radishes, 5cts the bunch.
Nice large Cauliflower 2 heads for 25cts,
Rhubarb 31bs. for 25c.

Nice Green

Sweet spuds 41bs. for 25cts.
Celery lOcts, and 15cts the bunch.
Fresh Green peas, 21bs. for 25cts.
Strawberries 15cts the box.
Large Fla. Grape fruit 3 for 25cts.
Best Eating apples. 31bs. for 25cts.
Good Been Davis Cooking apples 41bs. 25c
Cabbage 5cts. the lb. Fresh from Texas.

April 28,

CITIZENS' TICKET
ELECTED
OUR MAYOR
George Hanner
CITY CLERK

80

Earle Kerr
TRUSTEES
Felix Jones
John Robson Joe Olney
Fcter J. Fairlcy

icMcumoH,

03
82
81

74
69

The above elected ticket, nominated at a mass meeting of the citizens of oLrdsburg, won by a walk-

away with no opposition at the

first city election, Tuesday, April

25.

The election was very quiet and
a total of 95 votes were polled at
5 o'clock in the afternoon when the
polls closed.
There was nothing
in any way startling about the
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t
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COME ACROSS FOR BASEBALL, a group of Los Angeles men who
it under a bona.
Practically all the money sub- control
Lordsburg is steadily forg-That
scribed for the maintenance of a ng to the front as a "copper camp"
baseball team in Lordsburg this
Dy ine critical
year has been turned over to the is estabiisnea
which Marriner has
treasurer, but there are a few who favored it.with
Some time ago he was
have not yet deposited their checks
to
a tungsten property
attracted
and to t hese attention is called that near Lordsburg, later turning it
the club must have funds at an over to other men, who, he says,
Work has been beearly date.
it to have been somewhat
gun in fencing the grounds and in found
Notwithstanding
cxaggeriited.
building a grand stand and must he has been following copper min
be paid for as the work progresses ing at Lordsburg for a consideraSunday the boys organized two
time and his representatives
teams who played a game of the ble
been there making n careful
have
good
variety
"hit and run"
but
nf
of the possibilities of the
study
an opener. Pitcher Barnett of the camp.
Copper League is here to play on
"The boys wired me that they
the team this season. Other good thought I ought to come down,"
pubforthcoming.'
is
The
material
said Marriner Monday at Hotel
lic is invited to come out Sunday del Coronado, "so I am taking a
for the second practice game.
good rest here before making the
trip. Ores which I have jn my of
fice convince me that there are
good prospects of Lordsburg be
coming a large producing camp.
Some of it is from the Bonney, I
think, and there is more from other
claims there. It all carries good

election. It went off without the
last bit of friction or hard feeling
on any side and to the general
copper values. I cannot say just
satisfaction of all the people.
what I will do, but certainly I
A ticket was placed in the field
shall hope for results that will be
early Tuesday morning with V. H.
satisfactory all the way round." ;
Small for mayor, Earle Kerr for
Charlie Marriner is the man who
clerk, Trustees, H. J. McGrath, Joe
literally "put Leadville on the
Leahy,' W. F. Ritter, and F. V
map." Many years ago, before that
Bush. These withdrew their names
later Bonanza camp became the
at the beginning of the election,
lure of a countless multitude of
W. H. Small wiring in hs refusal
wild eyed, half crazed men in quest
from El Paso. Mr. Leahy was out
of treasure,
Marriner and his
of town on Tuesday, and was not
partner, Bates, now dead, planned
advised of his name being on the
the first townsiteticket. Oa this ticket, which was
Homesteaders and Persons Desir withdrawn by public notice posted
Incidentally Marriner made his
ing to Make Homestead Entries." at the polls, W. IL Small received
"pile" at Leadville, when zinc was
One of the most important and val 15 votes, H. J. McGrath 17, W. F.
22 cents and. Silver was $1.05.
A Scene at the Ball Fark
uable books ever issued by the Ritter 15, and F. V Bush, 12.
He is the especial crony of Bill
government, giving the laws of reBayly, promoter of the prodigigenerally hoped, politics
As
was
sidence, cultivation, who may make was kept out of the election, and
ously successful Tom Boy at LeadPLAN TO GIVE BIG SIIOWr
entries, commutation, final proof everything went nicely.
ville and the Good Roads property
The Lordsburg Harmony Club, in Arizona.
and all new homestead laws. This
He was a contemLib
in
held
the
The election was
publication should be obtained by
the direction of Miss Eliza porary of Tabor, Stratton, Thatch
under
eral Building with H. L. Gammon, beth Garrett, is preparing to give er,
every homésteader.
the whole bunch ot coloJ. Scott and V. N. Gustin as a musical comedy within the next radoand"kings"
Three year Law (No. 278) Simi N.
and while here he
George Haydon and month.
iudsres
and
The name of the play is experienced the unexpected delight
lar to Circular No. 414, but dealing Howard Boyd as clerks.
"The King of Timbuctoo" modern of running across his old chum,
,more with the three year law and
Following the election the gen ized. Complete announcement of Alva Adams, of Pueblo, three times
cultivation of homesteads.
satisfaction of the people was the play, its personnel, etc., will governor of that state.
Soldiers' and Sailors' homestead eral
and all look for a faith be given soon.
expressed,
rights are given in circular 302.
Marriner is no stranger to Lords-burful and conscientious administra
Years ago when that town's
entry
by
The cutting of timber
NEW SCHOOL COMPLETED
ton from the five men who were
old friend, the rascal Gerónimo and
men is explained in Circular 306. elected.
Val
in
the
school
new
house
The
is Apache gang, were roving the
Commutation proof (325). In
ley View precinct is nearing com- Burros intent on murder and des
termarriage of Homesteaders FIRE PROTECTION IN NEED pletion and will be in use by the truction Marriner made frequent
(330).
The most important need of the first of the week. The new scnooi trips to Grant county from Salt
The points of law: in the matter city of Lordsburg is adequate fire is located on the Porter homestead river where he built the original
of Second Homestead Entries are protection.
Without the proper and is made of adobe.
Arizona irrigation ditch.
clearly set forth in Circular 345,
equipment for fighting any kind
Although special business will
e
Enlarged or
homesteads ot a blaze outside of the reach of SPECIAL NEWS LETTER
Mr. Marriner's time while in
take
and how they are obtained are ex íhe S. P. hose, the town stands in
FROM CORONADO Lordsburg, he will carry with him
plained in circular 94. Circulars immediate danger of threatening
Coronado Beach, Apr. 27. An- a letter of introduction from
401 and 402 tell of the petitions for disaster.
other milestone in Lordsburg pro- Blaine Phillips, newspaper man,
designation and additional entries
None too great stress can be put gress, and one which may prove of war correspondent,
adventurer
after final proof has been made..
upon this fact. Our new city coun especial benefit, will be reached and erstwhile bardog in the emNational forest homesteads and cil sees the need and should be with the arrival there within ten ploy of J. S. Brown, to Faris V:
how obtained, qualifications, se backed by every person in town days of C. A- (Charlie) Marriner, Dush, editor of the Western Liblections, etc., are given in Circular The arrival of fire fighting equip of San Francisco.
eral.
No. 263.
ment here cannot be too soon.
Marriner, who is a pioneer westPhillips is also at the Hotel del
ern mining man of wealth, is at Coronado trying to get well.
Desert land entries with statutes
Hotel del Coronado, taking a rest
ODD FELLOWS' BANQUET
and regulations are available in
"I hope everyone in Lordsburg
Circulars 308 and 383. These book
Lordsburg Lodge No. 50, I. O. O before starting on his trip to the makes a million," says Blaine. "I
county
seat.
The
Grant
future
Jets also explain relief to desert F.. together with the Rebekahs
don't want one. And if brother
be speci Marriner
land entrymen.
celebrated the 97th anniversary of purpose of his trip will
had not been many years
of
a
number
to examine
my senior and a courtly gentleman
Reclamation is told of in the the order Monday evening at the fically
claims lying southeast of I'm afraid I would have used my
"General Reclamation Circular of K. P. hall, when an elaborate mu copper
These claims, the
si'cal program, given by some of the Eighty-fivSept. 6, 1913."
mentioned that he
Napoleon and others, are partly enne when he Lordsburg
fol
was
talent,
Lordsburg's
best
to look
was 'going to
Timber and stone laws are giv
having
been
vein
developed,
the
lowed by a sumptuous spread ot
a mine.' Hello, tverybody "
at
en in Circular 289.
disthings to eat. There was a uncovered for a considerable
State land selections are given in good
tance and a shaft having been
crowd of Odd fellows,
iarge
Charles of Steins was
Circular 128 and Circular of June
present, sunk between 75 and 100 feet. a William
friends
and
their
visitor in town Wednesday.
23, 1910.
of
know
the
not
does
Marriner
and all had a most enjoyable time. names of the Lordsburg men in
Contest information is given in
The musical part of the program
the circular, "Rules of Practice, was good and each numoer was terested in this property, but says ' Cecial A. Adams of Hachita was
town the first of the week.
Reprint of November, 1915.
heartily encored. The refresh- his nterest was attracted to it by in
Circular 433 tells of Oil, phos- ments were delicious and not until
phate and other mineral entries.
midnight did the jolly party break
Rights of way over government up.
lands are explained in a circut-laby that name reprinted, OctoOPENS SAVINGS BANK
ber, 1915.
The 1st National Bank of Lords
burg last week opened its savings
Mining Laws
department, paying four per cent
Circular 430, printed August 6, interest on time deposits. Ihe sta
1915, gives the United States min tionery
for the new department is
ing laws and regulations thereun very complete
and the bank is makbooklet,
a
der. It is most valuable
to promote the
every
ing
effort
With the above selection, with saving nauu, especially aiuuug uicj
numerous amendments, there is no young folks. In this week s Liberreason why the public cannot be al a tabular account is given of the
posted on the public land and min accumulation of savings.
eral laws of the United btates.
.Take our advice and buy
-

g.

320-acr-

-

e.

r

t

ESTABLISH ROAD CAMP
A state road camp has been established a short distance west of
Ruth Horsley, Irma Miller, and Silver City on the road to Tyrone
Olive Overman, three girls who to energetically carry on the work
are hiking from Chicago to Los of rebuilding the Silver City to
Approximately
Angeles and back were again in Lordsburg road.
The girls are $40,000, Grant County's share of
town this week.
circulating a petition to shorten the state road bond issue ot $500,the road to Tipperary, but have; 000, will be expended on this road
evidently found the road to Chicago work.
to lead in and out of Lordsburg
several times, as they have manag- LOSES LIFE IN AUTO WRECK
ed to return here ever so often.
Mrs. Joseph Collins, of Clover-dalAn Easter picnic was given SatN. M., and Whit Stanfield, of
urday afternoon by the Sunday Globe. Arizona, were killed last
school of the Methodist church-Th- Tuesday in automobile wreck when
youngsters had a great time. the machine in which they were

Local and Personal

ere s a
Straight Tip!

only reliable canned goods.
You can't afford to take a
wi'.h
questionable
chance
cf a few
for
sake
the
stock

p;r.mes.

-

If you see it in OUR ad, it is So
We close at 6 o'clock p. m

TlieEaile DrucfflercantilBCo.
Lordsburg'sLargestDepartmentStore

e,

Andrew Locklear has purchased traveling refused

to

take

ood3

Safety first!

the

a handsome new "Grant 6" from brakes and started backward down
B. B. Ownby. the local agent. The the mountain slope,' landing in a
car is one of the best and most sub- deep canyon and crushing the oc-

stantial in town, only Mr. Locklear
will have to learn not to wear
spurs while driving and leave the
lariat off the radiator cap.

are of
highest quality, and the prices
are low.
Our canned

cupants. Mrs. Collins is the daughter, of Mr. and Mrs. John Beal of
Domini, and her body was brought
there for burial.

THE ROBERTS & LEAHY
MERCANTILE CO

INC

WESTERN LIBERAL.

WESTERN UÜÜRAL
NEW MEXICO
Furl V. Bush, Editor snd Own
Published Every Wdir,

liORDSBURO

Women llv to wear clothes and
men to earn them.

The higher the coat of living, the
or Interacting U Ufa.
Evidently the tallora bare been ml
led Into thinking that men hare walata.

u

FOREIGN

ÍIEVS TO DATE
111

PARAGRAPHS

CAUGHT FROM THI NETWORK O"
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK

Tbla cabaret crasa
born la
No wonder they hare a wai
over there.
RECORD OP IMPORTANT EVENTS
En-rop-

Tba prediction haa been made thai
the war will laat ten years longer presumably by a pessimist

CONDENSED FOR BUEY

PEOPLE.

Service.
There are aome petpla who need U Waatara Niwvpatwr Union
learn that they can practica thrift ABOUT THE WAR
wttheut being tightwads.
Russians repulse attacks by Qer- mans in East Galicia.
Wrestling la splendid exercise, exRussians push forward in drive on
cept when one engagea In It vicarious- Turks in Asiatic Turkey.
smoke-tillely In a
theater.
Germana claim to have captured 600
Amy aviation la a comparatively yarda of British positons near Ypres. .
Turks admit evacuation of Trebl-tondnew Institution, but old enough to rals
Russians continue advance in
demanda for Investigation.
Black aea district
In an air battle the main deair la
British defeated with heavy losses
to fall back on tba baae of auppllea and compelled to retreat from posiaa gently aa possible.
tions on Tigris river, Constantinople
reports.
Possibly the sho-taof dyeatuffs
Germans bombard positions French
will make the circus póstera leaa try- recently captured near Dead Man's
ing to the eye next summer.
hill, Verdun, but no Infantry attack
waa made on Friday.
,
When a man geta hla back up II
Constantinople
reports
the
that
Isn't alwaya a algn that be la about to British
force besieged In
put bia aboulder to the wheel.
ia near famine and haa ordered the
civil population to evacuate the town.
Given a rate of 700 yarda' advance la
The German losses since the beginall months and every man can become
ning of the war are placed at 2,730,-91hla own duratlon-of-wa- r
expert.
according to figures which are
Getting a cure ror a cold la a very taken from lists prepared by aeveral
eaay matter, but getting the cold London newspapers.
"The French have captured the
cured la often a different matter.
submarine which torpedoed the SusAn expert la a man who can alwayi sex and have made prisoners the capget away with an argument on sonii tain and crew," says the London
aubject that you know nothing about Dally Mall.
Gen. Funston ia sending to Gen.
Now somebody la suggesting dena- Pershing more than 2,000 additional
tured alcohol for automobilea. There troops and there la reason to believe
la too much
already. that even more will be placed at his
disposal If the campaign against Villa
Not much la to be said for the vege- is continued.
tarian principles of the young man
The sinking of a nsutral ship and
who devotea himself to aowing wild a British steamship waa reported by
oats.
Lloyda.
The Norwegian ship Glen-doowaa sunk by gunfire. The lost
Mllkfed chickens are very One and British steamship was the Harrovian,
they are greatly relished by many peo- which was unarmed.
ple who care nothing for mllkfed
Overshadowing all other phases of
bablea.
the war Is President Wilson's ultimatum to Germany Insisting on an imThe reason why a successful gam- mediate abandonment of Germany's
bler glvea a dollar tip may explain submarine warfare, under pain of a
why the poor aucker that worked tor cessation of diplomatic relations with
It can't
the United States.
d

gs

n

It la something to know that the WESTERN
California has a Japanese populapaper mills of America are also running to capacity, paper not being espe- tion of approximately 00,000.
Harry K. Thaw was granted a dicially used in war.
vorce from Evelyn Nesbit Thaw at
Saya a medical authority: "It doea Pittsburg, Pa.
Last fall's sowing of winter wheat
seem strange that aince there Is no
charge for air ao little of It Is used." in Kansas Is estimated to be approxiProbably that la Just the trouble it's mately 8,454,000 acres.
At Deming, N. M., seven Vlllista
free.
bandits were found guilty of murder
Safety razors for women won Instant In the first degree as the result of the
popularity, but the tailors who have raid upon Columbus.
been advocating coraeta for men have
Nebraska Republicans have nomibeen at it for yeara without getting a nated A. L. Sutton of Omaha for govrise.
ernor, and the Democrats have selected Keith Neville of North Platte,
Much good advice la waated be- according to the incomplete returns.
cause It la offered Indiscriminately.
Twenty persons are reported dead
Twould be useless, for instance, to tell
more than 100 injured, several
a crawfish to put Ita best foot for- and
critically, in a succession of tornadoes
ward.
which swept thru the central portions
of
eastern Kansas and western MisAt least the girls who are Inviting and escorting young men to leap-yea-r souri. Property damage totals at least
partiea are having an excellent $750.000.
John M. Wagner, formerly of Den
opportunity to abow them bow It
ver, was taken into custody at Mariet
ought to be done.
ta, Ohio, by government authorities on
When a man's picture appears In a charge of white slavery preferred by
print now the public baa to atop and Roy O. Samson, district chief of the
read to Bnd out whether he la a can United States bureau of investigation
didate or merely waa cured of some in Denver. Wagner was indicted by
thing
the federal grand jury in Cheyenne.

WASHINGTON

Hclence doesn't seem to be able to
Senator Newlands Introduced a res
Improve a particle on nature when it
urge belligerent nations of
cornea to the neck and neck race be- olution to
Europe
to
consider peace terms.
tween

the constructive and the
structive.

de-

Now that a ban has been placed on
sneezing and coughing. It remains to
be seen bow It Is going to be enforced.
And that la a difficulty which la not to
toa eneezbd at.
In this
There la plenty of put-owond When you bear a longhaired
man In a long coat bawl out men who
have wealth, you may look out for hia
announcement. He baa hla eye on the
legislature
n

Tbey aay that fat tomcats are regarded aa excellent food In Italy, ow
War
ng to the acarclty ol meat
seems to whet the human appetite for
delicacies thst are utterly unappreciated in times of peace.

read the newspapers
When
about an "Infpregnable fortress." just
remember that there la no aucb thing
nowadays.
you

A neutral nation can build up a line
military equipment if It works industriously for a few years and nobody
disturbs It.

Lots of inventors would be willing
4o disclose the secret of tbetr universal
annlhllalors If tbey could secura tb
services of some altruistic gentleman
to push the button.

Gen. Gutierres, military .o.r.rnor of
Chihuahua, authoritatively states that
the report of Villa's death Is only a
rumor.
A destructive fire In Belgrade, formerly the capital of Serbia, is reported
la a dispatch to the Matin from Bucharest.
The fall of Treblzond has given risa
to a fresh crop of rumors that Turkey
Is approaching Russia with peace
overtures.
Germans reported withdrawing large
forces from their fronts in Russia,
Serbia and Macedonia and concentrating them at Verdun.
The Danish steamer Esbjorg, bound
from Bordeaux for Copenhagen, with
a cargo of wine, was seized by a German cruiser in the Cattegat and taken
to Swlnemuende.
The general opinion of the Swiss
newspapers is that there will be no
rupture between the United States
and Germany, as Germany is expected
to yield to the representations of the
American government
At London the British government
issued a lengthy sworn statement by
Horst von der Colts, the secret agent
of the German government, who now
is In the United States, in custody,
giving full details of Lis actvities In
America.
The whole British nation was surprised and the great majority of the
people were cheered by the unex
pected announcement that the cabinet
deadlock over the question of extending military conscription had been
compromised.
Information was received in Paris
from reliable sources that Emperor
William has decorated the commander of the submarine which is said to
have torpedoed the Sussex. It Is understood Washington has been Informed of this development.
The chamber of deputiea at Paris decided to advanco the official time in
France one hour. It is expected that
by this action huge economic gains
will be made thru the saving of daylight. The action of the French chamber of deputies follows closely similar
legislation by the German reichstag
and by the Holland chamber of deputies.
The American note to Germany vas
handed In at the German foreign office Thursday evening by James Gerard, the American ambassador, according to the Exchange Telegraph's Amsterdam correspondent
There was
little comment in the German newspapers Thursday, but what was Is violent against the American cabinet and
president

SPORTING NEWS
Standing- of Western Lcng-aClubs
Won.
Topeka
3
1
Omaha
1
Lincoln
1
Denver
Wichita
0
Des Moines
0
Kicux City
0
St Joseph
-

X

Ciaba.
Pot.

I.nat-

1000
1000
1000
.600

.too
.000

.000
.ooo

Word was received In Grand Junction that Harold Aupperle had been
elected captain of the Leland Stanford
track team.
Washington defeated New York, 12
to 4, in the first game of the season
at Washington.
President Wilson
tossed out the first ball, kept bis own
score, and stayed until the last player
was put out.
Arthur V. Roth of the Dorchester
club won the American Marathon run
of twenty-fivmiles over the roads
from Ashland to Boston. It was the
twentieth race held by the Boston
Athletic Association. Roth's time was
2 hours, 27 minutes and 16
Beconds.
D. V. A. Smith of the Illinois Athletic Association, world's champion
plunger, broke the world's record for
plunge in the Missouri
the
Athletic Association's tank at St
Louis. Smith plunged the distance In
: 50
breaking the former record of
: 52 made five years ago by John Ltch-tee

r.

UENERAL
Richard Harding Davis, author and
war correspondent, who died on April
11, left an estate valued at $250,000.
Humane Sunday observance Is fixsd
for May 21 this year, and the week
"
preceding is to be
week.
Woman suffrage In general and the
national suffrage amendment In particular, were the sole topics of conversation at the Grand Canon In Arizona, from the moment of the arrival
of the Congressional union envoys un-

The German government has agreed
to permit exportation to tne United
Statea of 15,000 tons of dyestuffs.
Senate Democrats in conference decided to enact Into law the house bill til their departure.
repealing the provision in the Under
The United States Steel corporation
wood Simmons tariff law, which would announced another advance In the
have placed sugar on the free list wages or its employes amounting to
May 1. 1916.
10 per cent effective May 1. This folThe Senate has confirmed William lows a 10 per cent, advance made in
M. Ingraham of Portland, Maine, as February. Both together represent a
assistant secretary of war. He will total increase In wage paymenta ol
take office at once, succeeding Henry between $20,000,000 and $30,000,000.
Breckinridge, who resigned with SecSpeeding thru the Edson tunnel near
retary Garrison.
Rawlins, Wyo Friday night, the Union
After three days' debate on the Pacific Overland train, known as the
Bankhead good roada bill, the Senate "California Limited," was held up by
adjourned without reaching a vote, the lone bandit, unmasked, who, for
and under the recently adopted legis- the third time 'within three months,
lative program the measure now will has robbed passengers on fast trains
be displaced by the rural credit bill. of that Une In Wyoming and escaped.
Honduran cattle growers, long barred
Scattering returna from towns In
from American markets by the pres- eight counties in Montana, In the stateence of the cattle tick, are treating wide presidential preferential primary
their herds and will begin shipments gave Woodrow Wilson (Democrat),
to New York soon.
1,074; A. B. Cummins (Republican),
Secretary Baker acknowledged that 8S1; E. R. Woods (Republican), 63;
official dispatches had carried as a and Theodore Roosevelt, 323.
rumor the report that Mexican officers
In attempting to capture two youthhad warned Gen. Pershing not to pro- ful bandits wbo bad assaulted and held
up a Union Pacific brakeman because
ceed south of ParraL
President Wilson restored to entry he refused to permit them to ride on
194,000 seres of public land In Custer a freight train for Chicago, William H.
county, Mont., which had been set Cabler, 65 years old, a watchman for
aside as coal lands but which were the Denver Union Stockyards Comfound to contain no coal of valus.
pany,, was shot and killed. ,
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STATE NEWS
Waatarn Nawapapar Union Nawa Service.
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May

14

Democratic

Btat

Convention

at Albuquerque.
8
June
Teachers' Meeting at Saat
La Vegas.
July
Cowboys Reunion at Laa
Vegas.
Sept. 7
Btat Tennis Tournament at
Roswell.
Oct. New Mexico Bankers' Aseocl-atlo- n
--

4- -.

Aria,

Convention

at

Grand

Six Inches of snow fell
on the 14th.
Tucumcari will have

Canon,

at Santa Fé

a baseba'l
team this year.
Work has been started on a test
well for oil at Columbus.
Manuel Garcia of Lumbcrtown was
appointed a notary public.
Railroad men in East Las Vegas are
organizing a baseball team.
The prohibition petitions in Otero
county have been withdrawn.
Work has been started on the new
Museum building at Santa Fe.
Work has been started on the new
Catholic rectory at Silver City.
The contract has been let for building a new $4,000 church at Hurley.
The C'ovis school board has bought
a site for a $50,000 high school build
Ing.

Fourteen prisoners have been sent
from Grant county to the state penitentiary.
The Knights of Columbus of Gallup
will hold a big initiation and banquet
April 30.
A deposit of fine red and blue granite has been located a few miles
south of Lucy.
A baa has been placed on dancing
in the school house at Mountalnvlew.

DYNAMITE

TO 0PERATIQI1

POCKET

CARRIED IN
EXPLODE8.

Wife Cured by LjdU E.

Ranchar at Folsom Fearfully Mangled,
tlvery Stable Wrecked and
Several Horses Killed.

Finlt-ham-

Compound

Waatarn Newapaper Union Nawa Service.
Folsom, N. M. Isom B. Williams,

a
ranchman living in this vicinity, was
literally blown to pieces by dynamite
and caps, which exploded In his pockets In a livery barn here. Williams,
who owned a large ranch In Long's
cafion, about twelve miles from Folsom, came to town, and putting bis
horse in the livery barn, went out to
purchase some dynamite. He returned to the barn to get bis horse,
carrying the dynamite and caps in his
pocket He entered the office of the
barn, which was unoccupied, intending to prepare the dynamite so he
could carry it safely. A- moment after, the explosion occurred, no one
knowing how it happened.
Williams' body was horribly mangled, but he, lived more than two
hours. Immediate medical attention
was given him, but his life could not
not be saved. The office of the barn
was wrecked, and several horses were
Window glass in houses near
killed.
the barn wau shattered.
Mr. Williams was 40 years old and
one of New Mexico's prominent
ranchers. He served as deputy sheriff at Folsom several years ago
and earned a record tor efficiency.
The coroner's jury returned a verdict
stating that Williams came to his
death by the accidental explosion ol
dynamite.

Iowa." Poor years ago
my Ufa was nearly

spent The doctora
stated that I would
never get well with-o-

at

an operation

II!

and that without It
I would not live one
year. My husband
to any
III objected and
got
operation
me some of Lydla EL '
Pinkhara's Vegeta-

"

ble Compound. I took
it and commenced
to get better and am now well, ana
stout and able to do my own housework.
ComI can recommend the Vegetable
pound to any woman who la sick and
ran down as a wonderful strength and
health restorer. My husband says I
would have been In my grave ere this
tf it had not been for your Vewtabla
Compound." Mrs. BLANCHE Jefter-BO703 Lyon St, Des Moines, Iowa.
Before submitting to a surgical operation It Is wis to try to build up tha
female system and cure it derangements with Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound; it has saved many
Women from surgical operations.
.a

-

N,

Write to the Lydia JR. PlnVham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for
advice it will be confident!.

Cooling It Off.
electric fan
see a pocket-sizNegro Mob 8trives to Lynch Negress. has been Invented.
Jill To keep money from "burning"
Roswell The first instance known
in
the pocket, no doubt
in this section of attempted lynching
of a negro by negroes took place at
HOW TO REMOVE DANDRUFF
Roswell.
Accused of sending her
daughter to another negro
for immoral purposes, the mother Itching and Irritation of tha 8cals
With Cutlcura. Trial Free.
was strung up by an enraged mob of
negro women and saved only by the
On retiring lightly touch spots of danbreaking of the limb and the rumored
druff, itching and burning with Cutlcura
approach of officers of the law.
Ointment Next morning shampoo
thoroughly with Cutlcura Soap and hot
Await Wins Case in High Court
emollients
Santa Fé.
The Supreme Court water. These
do much to keep the scalp clean and
handed down a decision in the case ol healthy
and to promota hair growth.
State vs. A. L. Await, ordering the
sample
Free
each by mall with Book.
rewas
which
case
to
lower court
the
Address
postcard,
Cutlcura, Dept L
manded, to quash the accusation.
Await was county clerk of Curry Boston. Sold everywhere. Adr.
county and was accused by the disApt Mechanic.
trict attorney of failure to account foi
The phrase, "apt mechanic," Is good
public moneys In his hands. He wai English.
Of course it Is. It simply
found guilty and appealed.
means "fit mechanic" or "good mechanic."
Progressives Favor Roosevelt.
denouncing
Santa Fe Resolutions
girl who proposes to
The leap-yea- r
the foreign policies of President Wil- a wine bibber wins If she loses.
son, and expressing a demand for the
"Americanism of Theodore Roosevelt," were adopted at the state Progressive convention to be held in ChiWhy dally along with backache and
cago, were pledged to vote only for
kidney or bladder troubles? Thousand
Roosevelt aa a presidential candidate.
tell you how to 6nd relief. Here's a
Sixteen counties were represented.
case to guide you. And it's only on

x

e

x

Des .Moines,

I was very sick and

Bill

Luna county.
The flale of 82,493 acres of state
land in Grant county will be held at
Silver City May S.
The 1915 report of the Carlsbad project shows that the area for which water is ready Is 24,796 acres."
Folsom will hold an election on May
27 to decide whether or not it' shall remain an incorporated town.
Thomas H. Casey, of Hot Springs,
has been commissioned a notary public by Governor McDonald.
The petition for the Incorporation
of Roy has been approved by the
Mora county commissioners.
An effort will probably be made at
the next State Legislature to get a
teachers' pension bill passed.
Carrlzozo soon will hold an election on the question of Incorporating.
A special census Is being taken.
Thomas A. Rivera, of Ranchos de
Taos, haa been commissioned a notary public by Governor McDonald.
Andrew F. Mayes has applied for
the use of the waters of Box cañón,
Lincoln county, to Irrigate 320 acres.
Apricots Survive Severe Frost
At a public stock sale in Quay
county grade cows sold as high as
Farmlngton A cold wave struck
$85 each and yearling heifers brought this section the latter part of last
$45.00.
week, and for two nights the therPunk Woods and Pete Standifer mometer went down to 26. Apricots
were arrested at Clovia and taken to were blooming and it was thought
Amarillo on the charge of white they would be killed, but since the
wave has passed It is found that there
slavery.
The annual report of the Carlsbad are plenty of live apricot buds, and
project shows an increase of 270 per no other fruit was damaged.
cent in the number of hogs owned on
More Pheasants Received.
the project
Fé. Game Warden Trinidad
Santa
Bills providing a special approprla C.
de Baca has to date received sixty-sition for a bridge across the San Juan
pheasants, eighteen of them bens
river at Farmlngton have been Intro- and forty-eigcocks. In a few days
duced in Congress.
thirty-fou-r
more will arrive.
In exIra Lane is dead near Jal In south change, the game warden has shipped
eastern Eddy county and Charlea to Independence, Mo., eighty-fivquail
Lasstter Is In jail at Carlsbad, trapped at Puerto de Luna by Deputy
charged with the killing.
Warden Frank N. Page.
Deming will have a casket factory.
Capt Clancy Dies In Fort Sumner.
Since April 1, approximately 6,600
Santa Fé. Capt. John G. Clancy,
people have visited the New Mexico
building at San Diego. Six hundred member of two constitutional conventions in New Mexico, wbo for a quartnd twenty-sihave registered.
ter of a century was one of the best
The Old Barracks building, land known sea captains running out ol
mark of army days in Santa Fe, is San Francisco, died at Fort Sumner
soon to be merely a memory, for at the age of 80. He was one of the
workmen are dismantling the struc- wealthiest stockmen In the state.
.
ture.
O. H. B. Turner, Raton;
Stephen Murder Charge Filed Against Villa.
Andros, J. L. Brenneman, John D.
Deming. The grand jury which has
Clark, Albuquerque; L. J. Charles, been investigating the Columbus raid
Elephant Butte, are the New Mexico has returned an indictment against
members of the defense board named Francisco Villa charging him with
by Secretary Daniels.
murder In the first degree. Similar
Self defense was the plea set up by indictments were returned against
Jose Medina at Albuquerque in his two of the eight bandits captured afttrial for the murder of Jose Chavez, er the raid.
the San Jose saloonkeeper. He killed
Woman Defeats Burglar.
Chavez unaided, he said, and had no
East Las Vegas A plucky tight put
accomplices before or after the crime.
by Mrs. A. M. Hollenbeck, wife of
Harold, a son 'of Dave Wester, of up wealthy
cattleman
the Granite valley, near Des Moines, ajewels, valued at $1,500.here, saved her
Ufe
almost lost his
when the team he
waa driving ran away, throwing him
Auto Licenses for 1916.
out of the wagon, which passed over
Santa Fé. Up to April 12, Secrehis body, breaking several ribs. The tary of State Antonio Lucero had Iswagon was loaded with five bárrela sued 6,523 automobile licenses foi
of water.
1916.
A bridge over the Canadian
or
Red river, at Logan, Quay county, to
8tate Given $30,000 for Museum.
cost from $20,000 to $30,000, and
Santa Fé. Tbe conditional approgreat
Importance
which will be of
to priation by the state of $30.000 for the
that section of the state probably will construction of a new $60,000 state
be built this year.
museum building here, a replica of the
The atartlng of the big mill of the New Mexico building at the San
Copper
Company Diego exposition, was made good
Burro Mountain
near Silver City marks an epoch In when Frank Springer presented to the
the history in that important copper museum regents a check for $30,000
mining district
donated by himself and other private
The Kansas City police havi persons to make up the balance.
shipped fifty
and two Work on the new building, which will
knives to T. A. Hulsey to be d 1st Ha- adjoin the old palace of the gover
lted to the citizens of Columbus.
nors, will start Inside of ten days.
In

Vegetable)

'

I

e

super-cream-

y

Thousands Tell It

of thouiianda.
Forty thousand American people are publicly praiaing Doan's
Kidney Pilla. Surely it is worth th
while of any one who haa a bad back,
who feels tired, nervoua and
who endures distressing urinary disorders, to give Doan's Kidney Pills a trial.
run-dow-

A Colorado Case
Mrs. John Brumley.
114 Twelfth 8t., Oree- - "rrr
ley, Colo., says: "I
believe I would be
dead If It weren't

nctw

nm isarjr

ma

for Doan's Kidney
Pills. My back began to ache, soon
followed by blinding
dizzy spells. My feet
swelled terribly and
the swelling extended up Into my limbs
and hipa. I couldn't
sleep and my nerves
were wrecked. After
doctor's t r a a tment
failed. Doan's Kid
ney Fills restored m to good health."
Cal Daaa'i at Amy Stare. SOa a Baa

DOAN'S
FOSTER4VULBURN

CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

The Army of
Constioation
Is Crowing Smaller Every Day.

CARTER'S

LITTLE

L1VLR PILLS
re
resDonsible
th
not only give relief
thev Derma.
f
nentlycureCi
tiaatiea. Mil
jr
lions use
them for

vk v.
1

PrDTFD1d
wnn i knan
TT tr I

nal

li l

-
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i

R,i;...u..

ladinatiaa! Sick HaaJafLa. Salta
.!!.
SMALL PILL, SHALL DOSS, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not injur the finest fabric For
laundry purpose it ha ao equaL 16 as.
more starch for same money.
sacaste lbc
DEFIANCE STARCH CO, Omaha, Nebraska

Lii
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INSTITUTE

OOR. ElOHTCINTH

AND

CUNTIS 8TB.

DENVER. COLO.

Liquor and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific court of medication.
Th only place ia Colorado wher tii
Genuine Kccley Remedies ar administered.
W. N.

U,

DENVER, NO.

18-- 1!.
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WESTERN LIBERAL.
jnPHTT ñ. KATNOI,!), Presiden
JAS, OHAH AM MoKAKY,
t.
V. L. TUOIiKV.

hler.
ltrc A R W K r Pit II.
WAI.TPR M. HUTl.KK. Asst. Oaahter
(i. T, MOOHB Ami. Casbler

.

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO

TU F

First National Bank
PASO, TEXAS
EL
t unen

D

Win!

WESTERN
SUGGESTIONS
PETIZING

FOR SEVERAL
CONFECTIONS,

AP-

MINING AND OIL
NEWS

Interés para toda la gent

da Nuevo Mexico.

stops

swo-neo- T

APPLE AS BASIS

SERIOOS BACKACHE
When your bark aches, and your blad- der and kidnrya aecra to be disordered,
it ii nedlca to auffer go to your
nearest drug toro nnd get a bottle of Dr.
Kilmer Bwamp Koot. It u I physician
pnncription for diseases of the kidtieva
and bladder.
Tt has stood the test of year and has
reputation for quickly ami effectively
living results in thousands of cases.
This prescription ws used by Dr. Kil
mer in his private practme and was ao
very effective that it has been placed on
ssle everywhere. Get a bottle, 60c and
$1.00, at your nearest druggist.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer a to., Ilinghamton, N. Y., for
sample bottle. When writing bt furs and
mention this paper. Adv.

to Ita Medicinal Virtue,
OKI'OHIT
,.
.00,00
the Fruit Forma On of the Beit
Wntera Nawspapsr Union News Ssrvlrs.
Foundations for Innumerable
"CTaalted.
Ventera Newspaper Union News Service.
Metal Market Values.
Delicacies.
:
Nuevo Mexico.
Lead, New York, $7.37V4.
4 percent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.
Doming tendrá una fabrica
Bar silver, 65c.
Correspondence In Invited from those who contemplate opening Initial or additional
Apple Cobbler. Pare and quarter
Spelter, St. Louis. $19.19.
des.
auuouuis la Kl ?nso.
enough tart apples to All a baking dish
Copper, casting, $27.124. .
Tucurtcarl tendrá un Juego de pelo
s
full. Cover with
rich
llouider, Colo. Tungsten, per unit
ta este aflo.
baking powder biscuit dough made of CO per cent, $70; 25 per cent,
Deposits made by mall are promptly acknowledged.
Manuel García de Iumbertown fué soft enough to stir, spread it over the $40.20; 10 per cent, $41.
nombrado notario público.
apples without rolling. Make several
Colorado.
Las peticiones de prohibición en el cuts in the center to allow the steam
s
Lcadvllle mines are very active as
to escape. Bake for
conuauo ue Otero fueron rotiradas.
of
Se ba empezado el trabajo en la an hour and serve hot with sugar and a result of the high price prevailing
for silver.
nueva rectoría católlcu de Silver City. rich cream.
Ignorance of McDuff.
Coddled Apples. Take tart, ripe
Boulder Is In the throes of a min eobb ?
Se ha comenzado el trabajo en el
edificio del nuevo museo en Santa apples of uniform size, remove the ing boom that has eclipsed anything
McDuff Phwat kind av a horse Is a
cores. Place the fruit in the bottom in its history.
Fe.
McDunn It's wan that's been raised
a porcelain kettle; spread thickly
The Western Zinc Oxide Company lntolrely on corn, ye Ignoramus.
So ha empezado el trabajo de In of
vestigación en un pozo petrolífero e.i with sugar; cover the bottom of the has completed plans for enlarging the
ap
allow
kettle
water
with
and
the
plant at Lcadvllle.
Columbus.
ples to simmer until tender. Pour the
Reports reached Lcadvllle stating
El contrato para la erección de una sirup over the apples and serve cold.
thut tungsten had beeii discovered In
nueva Iglesia de $4,000 en Hurley futí
Apple Conserve.
pound of tho Gold
For
each
Now Is the Time to (let Bid of These
Park section near Red Cliff.
concedido.
taly
quartered and pared apples allow
no longer lh slightest, need of
There's
transíaLeadvillo cssees have started work
Catorce prisioneros fueron
s
of a pound of sugar and
mm
feellnK nshamt-tho
of your fr!ckl-a&
lodados del condado de Grant
la peni- half a pint of water. Boll sugar and on the old Brain Boru property
strength Is
prescription
othlne double.
A Full And Complete Line of Accessories
spots.
homely
gufiruntced
remove
to
these
on
cated
side
Iowa
of
the
tenciarla de estado.
north
Simply set an ounee of othlne double
water until a rich sirup is formed; add
strength from your tlrufttflst, and apply
Thomas H. Casey, de Hot Springs, the apples and simmer until clear. gulch.
At All Times
little of It nlgnt and morningand you
Ore, practically solid gold, from a Rhoutd soon see that even the worst freekles
fué nombrado notario público por el Take up carefully, lay on plates and
begun
disappear,
lighter
to
hnve
while
tho
Gobernador McDonald.
dry in the sun. Roll in sugar and stieak of good size, is reported be- ones have vanished entirely. It Is seldom
mors than one ounee Is needed to comthat
ing
lode
Bound
Snow
from
taken
the
pack
de
boxes
in
lined
waxed
tin
with
Se ha prohibido la costumbre
pletely clenr the skin and train a beautiful
at Gold Hill.
clear complexion.
bailar en la escuela de Mountain-vie- paper.
He aure to ask for the double strength
en el condado de Luna.
The discovery of a body of tungsten othlne, li this Is sold undi'7 guarantee of
Apple Compote and Orange Marma
money back If It falls to remove freoklaa.
' Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
In
lade.
12
Boll
adjoinquart
ore
apples
Dora
one
the
in
little
mine
di
tart
Ranchos
de
Rivera,
A.
Thomas
Adv.
Taoa, fué nombrado notario público Of water until tender, strain through ing the townsite of Silverton has led
And Silver City. Save Time And Money
Tragedy.
jelly
bag;
a
to
vicinity.
pound
one
granu
activity
add
of
in
increased
that
por el Gobernador McDonald.
Friend When is a Joke not a Joke?
sugar
lated
While
boll.
and
let
boil
on
Adelaide
Lessees
Hum
the
and
comde
Clovis
escuelas
de
La Junta
Humorous When you are dependpró un sitio para un edificio de escue- ing add 12 apples, cored and pared. boldt properties in Adelaide park, ing on it to pay your laundry bill and
apples
When
the
are
tender,
drain
district,
shipping
are
a
Leadville
la superior que costará $50,000.
. W V WW VWVWV WWVVWV
WW"iW.-WWWVWWWthem carefully in a perforated skimmer large tonnage of Iron sulphide carry- some cruel editor turns it down.
La petición para la incorporación Boll the sirup
until it jells; fill the ap ing extensive high percentage of sulde Roy fué aprobada por los admin- ples with orange marmalade and pour
Makes the lnundress hnnpy that's Red
Make Your Headquarters at the
phur.
Cross Hne Blue. Makes beautiful
istradores del condado de Mora.
the sirup over them. Serve with
Clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
white
Denver,
of
F.
owner
Cass of
John
Se ba doscublerto un gran depósito whipped cream.
twelve claims near Spruce on the
de hermoso y fino granito rojo y azul
Crab Apple Marmalade.
Legal Day of Rest.
Wash and Moffat roud west of Tolland, says
á algunas millas al sud Ce Lucy.
core crab apples and put them through that
The New York court of appeals has
tungsten ore
he has opened
Los Caballeros de Columbus de Gal the meat chopper. Put into a pre which runs 82 per cent tungsten. At given a decision sustaining the
lup tendrán una gran fiesta de inlciit- - serving kettle and add water until it
law that meets the
the current price this ore is worth strong
ción y un banquete el 30 de abril.
shows through the top layer of apples. $22,000 per ton.
approval of progressively
minded citizens. The following senLos hombres de ferrocarril en East Cook until soft Weigh and add an
George Cramer has greatly expand tences are worth quoting: "We have
Las Vegas están organizando la equal weight of sugar. Cook until the ed his zone
of
on
activity
Carbonato
no power of decision of the question
mixture forms a jelly when cooled and
necesario para un Juego de pelota.
Cover hill by securing leases on the Yankee whether It is the wisest and best way
La venta de 82,493 acres do tierra pour into sterilized glasses.
Doodle, Aetna, and other claims in the to offset these conditions and to give
de estado en el condado de Grant with paraffin.
Steam Heat. Hot, and Gold Waier. Electric
The immense employees the protection which they
if?hts.
Apple Custard. Beat the yolks of Leadville district.
8
City
el
en
lugar
de
Silver
tendrá
5
PRIVATE BATHS. REASONABLE BATES
four eggs and add one-hacupful of bodies of iron and manganese oreit need, even if we had any doubt on
mayo.
sugar; cook for one or two minutes which he has developed in Star No. that subject. Our only inquiry must
I
Isom B. William, un ranchero, fué
5 property for
several years havo be whether the provision on Its face
enteramente volado en pedazos por Ja and remove from the fire. Gradually ben followed into adjoining claims.
A
5
seems reasonable, fair and appropriadd
one
grated
pint
apple.
of
Pour
X VWVWVWWW WW
W WW WW K explosión de dinamita en sus bolsillos, into a serving dish and cover with a The Harrod oil Interests of Pitts ate, and whether It can fairly be been Folsom.
burg and Des Moines have joined lieved thut its natural consequences
meringue made of the
El reporte de 1915 del proyecto de whites of four eggs and three table-- with Grove people and leased 2,000 will be In the direction of the betterCarlsbad muestra que la superficie spoonfuls of powdered sugar.
acres of land near town to prospect ment of public health and welfare,
por la cual está lista el agua es de
for oil.
Ten thousand dollars hai and therefore that it is one which the
24.79G acres.
been advanced for tho preliminary ex state for Its protection and advantage
Cheese Croquettes.
Carrizozo pronto tendrá una elecMake a white sauce, using two ta-- pense and several drills are expectel may enact and enforce." Chicago Eveción sobre la cuestión de Incorpora- blespoonfula of butter,
to be at work soon. The land leased ning Post.
cup-Tción. Presentemente se eEtá tomans
cupful of milk. is identical in appearance to that i.t
of flour,
do un censo especial.
h
Add
Modern Methods.
teaspoonful of salt, the valuable Salt Creek district of
"Well, well. I see where another
Wyoming.
f
Punk Wood y Pete Standifer fueron paprika, the yolks of two eggs,
Contractor, Builder, Estimator
upper class is
cupful cream cheese, grated, and
member of the
arrestados en Clovis y llevados á
charged with murder."
Amarillo acusados de hacer el com ane cupful of cream cheese cut in
and Estimating Free
New Mexico.
"Does he accuse a mysterious "little
malí pieces.
Cool, shape, allowing
ercio de mujeres blancas.
The Aztec mine at Baldy Is to be man' from Afghanistan of Inciting him
one rounding tablespoonful to each
presentó
Muyes
una
F.
Andrew
developed.
Mining Timbers Framed. Mining Wedges made and Sold
to commit the crime, or ts be going
para el permiso de usar el croquette, and roll in balls. Add two
Five car loads of copper ore were to enter the
plea of Intablespponfuls
cold
water
of
to
the
Lincoln,
de Box Cañón, condado de
shipped from Scholle to the El Paso sanity?"
eggs,
prewhites
of
dtp
in
the
crumbs
para el regadío de ,320 acres.
smelter.
pared by drying the bread, and
El reporte anual del proyecto de
through the meat chopper. Dip
Manganese ore in a large body has
Price of Stupidity.
de
Carlsbad muestra una aumentación
In the egg, then in crumbs again. been struck by .IMin J. Hyatt at his
"Dubwaite is always making expen270 por ciento en el número de mar Fry
sive presents to his wife."
in deep fat and drain on brown ranch near Cooks.
poseidos en el proyecto.
paper.
This is a very hearty dish,
"He must think a great deal of her."
ARTHUR W. HOUCK ranos
Farmington Meadows oil field
The
Probablemente se hará un esfuerzo ood for hard labor, indoors or out
"So. It's because he Isn't mentally
Assayer and Chemist
In San Juan county will be developed
Assayer and Chemist
en la próxima legislatura do estado
alert."
commencing May 15.
para la adopción de un proyecto de
Honey Cakes.
"How is that?"
Agent for Ore Shippers
GEORGE W. CAMERON
Tho big 1,800-toconcentrator at
pensión para maestros de escuela.
One cupful butter or
"If Dubwaite were a better strateat the Douglas Smelters.
Tyrone,
representing
expenditure
an
UOLU AND SII.VKK BULLION
congreso uno cupful manufactured shortenings; one of over $1,000,000 is now in active op gist he wouldn't have to spend half as
HepresentHtlve For Shippers to the
presentado
Se
al
han
I'LKCII At4l
EL. PASO tíMEL'í'ÍClt.
f
much as he does on peace offerings."
cupfuls honey, one
proyectos de ley especiales para apro- ind
eration.
Box 392
355 10th St.
eggs,
soda,
three
three
puente
por
un
piación
Kl
Paso,
necesitada
Tae.
108 San mnriuo "t.
DOUGLAS, ARIZONA.
A deposit of magnesite, runjilni;
flour, two cupfuls raisins chopped,
The Trouble.
P.
IX 4H9
sobre el rio de San Juan en Farmingfrom 9o per cent to practically pure
one-haone
teaspoonful
one
salt,
and
"Those soldiers don't look natural.
ton.
magnesium, has been found near Lna It's a fake film."
f
teaspóonfuls cinnamon,
Ira Lane es muerta cerca de Jal
Terrell & Black
nutmeg, two cupfuls nut Cruces.
"No, It is not. The soldiers are real
en la región del suroeste del condaJo meats. Cream the
Not being versed in acting,
A coul deposit, part of It a surface soldiers.
Warm
butter.
the
A. W. Moriiingstar,
LAWYERS
ae Eddy y Carlos Lassiter está en la honey, dissolve soda in it and mix vein 3
In width, has been loof course they don't look natural."
feet
SILVEE CITY
'HEW MEXICO
cárcel en Carlsbad acusado de U with butter. Then add flour, which cated nhoiit eighteen miles northwest
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Will be at Lordsburg1 at the oflice of muerte.
has been sifted with the salt and of Magdalena.
i '. W
LORDSBURG,
Marsalis, on the first and third
Snls pies de nieve cayeron en San spices. Last of ail, add raisins and
saw Mtxuo.
SATURDAY of each mouth for the ta Fe el 14 del corriente.
nuts. Drop by teaBpoonfuls on butWyoming.
onvenlence of clients
La abertura del grun molino de la tered baking sheets and bake in modof
men have been unloadforce
A
M.
D.
M. M. CROCKER.
Mountain
Copper Company erate oven. Mother's Magazine.
Burro
engine at No. 4 mine
ing
steam
a
nnrt
MORNINGSTAR & AUGUSTINE
Phvstclan
Horitoi.
Is Built To Win
una
marca
cerca
do Silver City
Springs.
The company inHock
at
Psclflo
Surgeon
Southern
and
District
Insurance
Attractive Dessert.
época en la historia de ese importante
to
A New .Mexico Hallroatle.
to push work in this mine emtends
The Ingredients needed for this are ploying about 150 men and producing
American Consolidated Cupper Co,
but in building brain
Leading Companies Scottish
distrito minero de cobre.
N aw Mexico.
a pint of cream, the white of one egg, 1,000 tons
Lohokburii
Union, Firemen' j, Connecticut
Se comutió en Tyrone un crime!
coal a day.
and body, often the daily
of
naif a cupful of sugar, half a cupful
horrible cuando se maltrató á uu of
HOME, PALETINE
Crystal
H.
Springs
of
is
Gardner
J.
diet lacks certain essennuts, chopped fine; 12 figs and six
niño méjicuno de tres años. Greenthusiastic over the prospect oí the
Your Business Solicited
cream
stiff
dates.
the
Beat
until
tial mineral elements.
gorio Malilquez fué arrestado y cerwith the white of egg. Sweeten this, Occidental Mining Company on Sand
rado en la curcel acusado del asalto.
Assays
Iiiac reached nearly
add the nuts and fruit, the latter cut creek.
These necessary factEl edil icio de las Viejas Guarni- in small pieces.
Office
Custom
Mix all thoroughly $3,000 per ton, declared Gardner, an 1
ors are abundantly supciones, vestigio de los días de armas and put into a wet mold. Cover tight- extensive
machinery 1b being inpoco
no
en
Ké,
será
de
stalled.
dentro
Santa
plied by the field grains,
&
ly
Ferguson
and pack in salt and ice for four
Critchett
más quu un rastro do memoria, pues hours. This quantity will serve eight
Just now the only real producers
but are lacking in many
Made from the celebra'ed Clifton
ya lo están demoliendo los trabaja- people.
Ores. Free from Antimony and Arin the Lander fields are the Dallas
foods especially white
dores.
senic.
REPRESENTATIVE FOR ORE SHIPPERS
fields whose oil is handled by thi
flour, from which they
KIOH ELECTRICAL KNEROT.
Veal In a Mold.
So construirá probablemente esto
Wyopo Company and sold locally, and
P. O. Box 712 El Paso. Texas.
Gives more satisfactory results In
año un puente sobre el rio Mojo ó
This is a dish that can be prepared tho Hudson Oil Company which !.i
are thrown out in the
Reduction Works than any Chemicals
en Logan, condado de the day before and can be served cold shipping three cars of crude a day to
Canadiense,
milling process to make
ta the market
4
Mís
Quay, que costará entre $20,000 y for the next day's luncheon or din- Casper refineries.
A Inntr freight haul saved to the
the flour white.
ner. Boll a knuckle of veal until ten$30,000, y que sorá da gran importanconsumers In both 6tates, Arizona
Since tho organization of the
& Livery Stable
der. Pour on the water in which it
and New Mei.
cia para esa sección del estado.
Butte Oil Company and the
Prices in competition with the
0. H. B. Tuinrt, de Ratón: Stephen was boiled and mince the veal. Add transfer to It of the lands held by
Eastern Markets.
pour
veal
to
and
minced
the
the
Juice
Grape-Nut- s
Andros, J. L. Brenneniau, John D,
Oliver and his associates there has
Add thin slices of
Clark, Albuquerque; L. J. Charles, in a mold.
egg and place in a cool place, been a small sized rmh to that
Hnarriinfrntock (riven pood attention.
OL1KTUN. AK1ZONA.
Elephant Butte, son los miembros de
'1 runnterrliiK
vicinity.
d druyue.
This is nn old field, thirty
made of whole wheat and
Nuevo Méjico do la Junta de defensa and when cold place on the ice. Serve miles east of Lander, which has neve
parsley.
on
garnished
platter
with
a
14-2
PHONE
nombrada por el secretario Daniels.'
malted barley, supplies
FAYW00D HOT SPRINGS.
been developed to any extent.
Desde el primero de abril, 5,000
all the rich nutriment of
for Rheumatism, Stomach Trouble,
Apricot Pie de Lux.
J
personas, aproximadamente, visitaron
Kidney Ailments, tnflamatlons, ArArizona,
cold wain
night
over
apricots
Soak
the grains.including their
terial Hardening. Locomotor Ataila,
el edificio de Nuevo Méjico en Sai
Jerome, the center of copper minter, fill pie plate as you would apple
Tiervous Breaking etc. Perfect Treatvital mineral salts, those
seiscientas,
Diego.
So registraron
pie, but do not put in any undercrust, ing activity in Yavapul county, is one
ment, Perfect Climate. Health, Pleabuilders of
veintiséis.
cluips
of
in the United
the busiest
cupful sugar, a few
f
sure, Large Modern Hotel. Booklet.
then add
1. a policía de Kansas City ha exT. C. MoDermott.
Dr. R. E. BÜVENS
active brains and vigordots of butter and some cinnamon. States.
pedido
setenta revolveres de seis Cover with a rich crust and bake.
Gold values running as high as $100
ous bodies.
y dos navajas & T. A. Hulsey
..iros
Serve while warm, and cover with a ton ha'e been uncovered on th)
DENTAL SUIMEON.
para
entre
loa
ciudadadistribución
cream.
whipped
WHITE and ANDREWS
Office: Biown Block
claims of Thomas English, six miles
To build right, eat
nos de Columbus.
Pyrumid SI.
Attorney as Law
north of Price.
Grape-Nutganado
en
pública
En
venta
de
una
Frankfurter 8ausage.
WASHINGTON J.OAN & TRUST BUILDING
Russel and Harrington who are
Permanently Located.
el condudo de Quay unas vacas de
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Put the sausage In a saucepan to working the Highland mining claim
ge
'grado"
"There's a Reason"
vendieron hasta $85 cada the side of the stove, let them remain
Special attention to public Land and Minina; cajLORDSBUHO, NEW MKIIOO.
Globe under lease, are shipping
una y terneraB de un año alcanzaron ten minutes without boiling, than at
ea before tbe General Land Office and Interior
250 tons of 8 per cent copper
over
PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS
IDcpartment.
el precio de $45.
serve.
)re per month.
CAPITAL AN u

soo.ooo

In Addition

States Depository

-

Assets

-

$6,000,000

three-fourth-

three-quarter-

ICOTT'S GARAG
The Ford Agency

FRECKLES

Roadsters, Touring Cars

diM-t-

three-quarter-

Official Agents For "Pep

ZE3Zotel

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO
1

lf

Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining J
WWWWWWWW

well-beate- n

Homes on the Eas Payment Plan

one-thir- d

two-third-

one-fourt-

one-aal-

Plans

Milling Machine Work

put-;in-

n

three-quarte-

one-hal-

cup-"til- s

.

li

one-hal-

Well Built

Art-on- a

sui-geo-

Copperas

Assay

Sulphuric iciH

Fed

1

JONES & BURNS!

Arizona Copper Co.

i

hard-bole-

d

i

one-hal-

r

i

s.
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To he

arctf-safti-

with our own virtue is egotism
ut.it virtuous. To try to force other
to he virtuous as we think
we are virtuous, is the heipht of
egotism and pride which is one of
the great sins. The rulers who

j;eiuti.d

tiie' early Christians

wore trying hy law to enforce their
d rir.oi li: a chok e
on an unwilling body of
ieütfs
,
'J
i ti of
l.t'i di'.y,
who
believed differently. The!
cien
a rity i tk jitid ioor i etnilt was the uiartrydom of thousvott-tvtuir-a.vor-

(íí i luh'ii t'.v the
ir..i:rioii:1,f limit of

t

tt

fey

rY

TO
-r

ri'Mi'KIN HILL ITEMS

Coal

Brainy Shut J'liee Out
Brainy Cord and his wife, who
make .their home above Slim Hug'
livery etable, have covcrud their
doors and windows with poultry
fencing to keep out the horae flius
which feast on Slim'a ponies every
day, and mnuik their lips for more,
brainy Buys that he doesn't mind
feeding the mosquitoes and bed
l..mi.ÁíjMWIUi,i,k,wiiií
bugs.
'"yes, fir. Correct service is an art supportPut times are too hard to
all the other insects iu
sir."
Jr'umpkin J J ill and he's going to
"iud
m.rjoB? ou ere to artist jLraw
the line somewhere. 1 our
ta your fingvr tip."
editor, who has had a little experi-- ;
ence of this kind himaelf, com- mends ü rainy for his determiua- tion and backbone.

ands of good men and women.
I'liitt suffered and éiná becaUKe
!o
in
lint' vith t.e insisted on living his
us
id.c!i.v
life as he!
ti for Ixird.sbui'K.
The rwn t ho.se aiid not as the Jewish
rul-C)t."is who stand
the ......
i.
...i...i
'.oi eats of our tiimu i: it
Christian world has been built on
it vil! hf.v tht'.t juslice ix
his determination. To try and enti(i th;tt Lord:'lury will not i
morn lit y by law is
force
iiy ins tU-- for the public
uncharitable, and diametrically opposed to the principles of
is k h'h'ttv tttt-- confront every great Christian teacher.
t'.mt wuiK'i
the city
re multifo'd. The men c; n j
"prirg weather is a hard pro- miilUli tl,!r f,M
nr.
en the unanimous support position for some people. It makes
""! nctlve Ulld wther disinclined
.fc p'e of this citv.
It is up
themselves physically. It
stand behind thVm n.d en- - '
overcoats for t.ie moths
them at d their efforts
hats for the
'ut ti.:
of' C.,.. ...... jjbrings out straw
t
. J
u
I. smrw me
puev anu
ii
disaster
spells
prog'es
the Jrogs to singing in unison.
íy must prevail or
Cooperation is Jay birds chat in the apple trees
k
on the coun
umount issue from now on. .'id autos
Goods boxes on the cor
ii who do their duty arc try road.
be "cussed" by a few and jiers take on human aspects and the
lodging glances at the
tame time praised by the angler casts
y
M the majority be liihmg pole under the eaves.
fid healthy.
"Jack Hutelns has mariied a rlct
Jt is a fact that the fighting at
js stand ready to do oiy
tuau ."
-We have men with stroir the battle of Columbus was conHare you eeen
Bradstree-on her?"
ions. We have the material ducted nlnt.st wholly by
officers.
"Ho; but
wn her iac."
e of the finest little cities
.utbwes-- and ve must make
Sayings
great
men:
of
job of it.
pays dearly for
EVER TRY IT
s to our first
muriicips.1 li!s"The .President
white
Emerson.
house."
They are the people's wi.se
Miss Jane Addams, the famous
settlement worker, is now a victim
vertisemei't of the New of tuberculosis.
ico State University, now
NEW LOCATION NOTICES
i in the Liberal, brings
i a new and very impres-o- f
The Western Liberal has just
the value of attend- - :".tten off the press a new
s
pon New léxico
of mining location notices,
by young men :
to the old form that was
jng women of this state o iwpular with the people her
lect to make their homes in but which was replaced by the new
exico after their college form some time ago.
The form
vii is finished. This is the hut issues WcribesC, thoroughly
of ax'uaintsiiices, friend-n- the claim, in complete but brief
personal relations form- 'Q.Miner, and is one which any pering college days, and the son can understand.
Jge acquired during those
resources, conditions, and
TOW SALE
'iit;es, existing in the
20 High Grade two vear old Dur
the educational
ham Hulls, price if taken at once,
Erown I wonder If hanging It i
New Mexico )jy, for in tX.0.00. These bulls have been cak-Kinful (Jeath.
he
through
winthe
lfrass
whose parents live in New T "n
Binfth I've Jwer beard that thert
and whose future home is ter and are in fine condition. Ad- li nothing so painful as EUEpenss.
dress J. W. Gillespie, Hillsboro, N
s
o be in tins state after
M.
are ovtr, will, jf he
Mexico educational in-CATTLE RANCH WANTED
b able to absorb during
Mtíic-j- ;
wen jt) geii nurRPrv
I
r.la
lege days a vast fund of stock, fcteady employment. Paid stocked
up to 100 000
cattle
ranch
4 information alout the weekly
Established forty years, value. Must be good
and
conditions, resources, and Ottawa htar Nurseries, Ottawa, stock. Address repliesrange
to
s and development oppor-jern
2t
Liberal.
which may be reasonably
d to prove
of enormous fü
tl value to him when every-- '
rking years begin. He gets'
'ormation if he is alert, as 8
r of course, during his col-rand without extra ef- t.i".

lU

r

led

sf

INSURANCE

:

Three fac.torB jn your Existance Supplied with the

him. The very fuct that he does
try to do fco t.hovs that he is like
the i'hurisoe who jwayod in front
of the Temóle and culled all mon
to witness that he vas a good and

FAKI8 V. HI Nil.
.Situr nd Oprnr

B

COAL : LUMBER

IF'CnTANT PAH7

THE

would he productive of more eviln

Mum ve onjtinuUy tricl to ovor-- j
i;oiut' . jSo (nun is j:ood enough.
'i n lioi LHiu in mu vinuc, mm. lie
mi force other men to be likK

.
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Deliveries

RITTER

T7. F.

represen tine: Leading Insurance Companies
Paints

SherwiD-Willia-

1

tr
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Lorc's-doome.-

honk-hon-

I

:e

t

A number of boys in this vicinity were playing bandit recently
in imitation of the cavalrymen at
Columbus chasing and killing
e
of the boys why he didn't fall
down when he was shot. '0h gee,"
responded the boy, "I'd a been
dead long ago if I had had my
oJfl pants on."
Vil-on-

edi-iio- n

Down on the farm :
He had been reading
news.

m

s.

1

8

Lordsburg, New Mexico

ac-nc-

no tnat-- '
upll it huM finÍMlit.,4 him in
has cost him loss of valua- -

a eHHtern

O-exerc-

Corxtractoj a

tl

All Kinds of Brick Work, Cement

school,

and double effort,

he young man who expects
IS life til New Mexii o,
al iiiformatini come
iiglu operution and vith a
f fort ut the New Mexico in-I-

Walks, Stacco and Plaster Work

PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES

the-prart- it

I,

University might have
out the added fact Hint the
cal part of the education
had in the New Mexico
just hh thoroughly and at
inlf of the cost involved in
ig an eastern college, which
it
piuctit'ul
i til argument for our own
mtitution.
ÍJUI.ATINÍJ

OTJIEKM
lesiri to have other people
iiliKlig to our ideus seems
ihercnt in iiihiiv of us. No
i explain
why w iiro not
to let other i'oln livtt their
i they see fit, but so rudi-"lli- o
of US beconiA in icgil-dher- s
we try to force them
to live as we think they
live. It may be that this is
.nl ut the old I'ut ituii Idea
h mun is his brother's keep-I- s
easy to see to what ah-- s
wa would coma if this
4 put Into tffuct.
Kach of

try to rcgulata our
m' rnndurt accordintr to
.
They, In tun, would try
Ul

STUDY IT FROM THIS ANGLE
CmiHider the importance
fducation in the region

of Kc l titip; your col!re
where you expect to live
and earn and huild. after college day are over

WILL IT BE IN THE GREAT SOUTHWEST?

Komemlier, wliile tfettinir your education
TIIE NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
you ure also learning conditions,

at

men, resources
and opportunities, and formina acquaintances
certain to be of value in after life.
Jtemombfr, that if you o to an eastern college
you have these leasoim to learn and these relations
anil not duH"
colleiro days.

u!?".,!'!!'11',
INVESTIGATE

THE

OPPORIUNIIT

UNIVERSITY

AdJrw.

D,

.

HO

17; ? ?

FOR

ü. I'rrsldcnt,
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Lnder this head, during the coming months, before the primaries,
will be carried the announcements
of all who wish to present their
names to th voters at the primaries or in the general election in
November. This will, of course,
necessitate the use of the these
columns for from six to ten months
and at the regular advertising
rates will be worth all that is asked for the service, which for the
offices will be as follows:
For all County officers, $10.00.
For all District officers. $15.00.
In the event that a write-u- p
is
desired by a candidate, more than
a brief notice written by the editor,
th candidate or a friend may write
more extensive notices, which will
be charged for at the rate of ten
cents a line.

$100

Reward,
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$100
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S. BROWN,
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Morniui Star Saloon
Under New Management
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Large and Juicy Beers

jj

Finest Wines, Liquors, Spurs, Ropes
and Gentlest Bar Saddle Horses

H
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FREE AUTO BUS
MEETS
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Our session of the district court
suggests the following:
A colored man in the south had
been tried and found guilty of
murder, and the judiie was readv
to pass sentence upon him. Turn-t- o
the prisoner, he asked: "Have
'ou anything to say, John Thom-awhy the sentence of death
should not be passed against you?"
"Well, 1 wants to sav din mi h
jedge," responded the colored man,
"dax dis is sure gwine ter be an
awful lesson to me."
"Hey, Moike, and phwat do ye
t'ink of these new sanitary drink-icups?"
"hhure, Pat and we'll soon be
havin' to spit on our hands wid
an eye dropper."
The Gargoyle.

.
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Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday line of
WHISKEY - WINES & CIGARS
For the Best Zeg Beer in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent

smiling

:

.

E. F. Moran & Co.

not,

Always The Best
Of What?

"General Braddock was killed in
the revolutionary war.
He had
three horses shot from under him
and the fourth went through his
clothes."

at-Ne-

1.

JSaiiíí Up"

r
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Extract from a small boy's

col-y-

the other hand, the New
boy goes to an eastern in-- ;
n, anil then returns to this
i m4e his living, the
formed in the eastern
are lost for all practical
and he must spend a few
t least, in learning the prae- useful things about his
It means
( environment.

ECTEL

LCBDSSÜEfi

ClaCB,

1cELG-I1-

the war

"No miss," said the
farmer, "them's bullets."

-

i

Kclll

Dune.

tZjisX

"Oh," she cried, "Look at the

1

a

!

&

cow lets."
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West-Kansa-

Mulkrkey

Agency at 85 Mine

OBSERVATIONS

Kduta-iittitution-

re-.er-

Pressing
Parlors

Lem Saucepan went to a special-- I
ist in Turnip Kidge last Saturday

to have a raindrop removed from
his eye, which flew in while he wa6
admiring the face of the new town
clock on n ednesday.
Bill Mutton had his nose blown
off with dynamite whüe he was
blasting stumps on his theep ranch
Wednesday.
What worries Bill
most is that he has Dothing left to
wear his spectacles on.
Bob Spook's turkeys, which have
been roosting in his wife's hen
house, have tne chicken pox.

w A Qmmkd

end

out.
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Qeamng, Pressing, Altering

Qeaning

Sam Fibber is racing a new
musitache on his own hoo
He
expects to get a good Btand if the
hay fever beason doesn't drown it

s

d

Lordskrg

THE NEW ZEIGER ESiítiSiAÍ
EL PASO. TEXAS

Caters particularly to Mining and Cattlemen and their families.
Ladies' dinning room will seat one hundred persons Buffet for men will seat
sixty persons. Eleven private dining roomBfor banquets and private dinners,
will seat ninety persons.
THIS IS THE BIGGEST

LITTLE

HOTEL

ON THE OVERLAND

TRAIL

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
PUBLIC LAND SALE.

Protect Yourself and Family
With Insurance In

American Nafl Insurance

Office

of tlie Commissioner
State of New Mexico,

Co.

Of Galrestofi. Tesas
Address enquiries to Box 82, Lordthur

r"'iiltii(,iiiii,ltilt,.tiit
REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE

Í

Leaves Lordsburg Wednesday and Saturday mornings
with mail. Special attention
Riven to passenger service,
to and from Kedrock.
SAM TUKMAN, Prop.
Leave calls at PostofFice.

m

3

23.

every Tubs. Teniae.
Visiting brothers Iurlte4.

Vf.'

R. D.

Smtth, 0

J.J. Ualoki,

C.

K.U.

B.

Urdstcrg Ledge No. 30.
A. X.

A. J .

mí

Keefe the '.hin Thursday Bight ol
each Biuuih. Visitiut' broilers

lusiicd.

J. I,. Wems,
U. T.

Jekfi

W. M.
s, Secretary

WOODMEN OF WORLD
CAMP No. 8S
Meets eyery 2nd & 4th Put urda Blffatat tfce
K. of P. HALL
JC. M. Plthr, O. O.

K.

XI.

llrynoltla Clark

1. O. O. 3T.

LORDFBURG LODGE No. 60
Meots every Monday nfirht at o'olook
vlaitlrt brotaera invitad to attaua
S. K. Oass, Notle Grand

J.

H.

Lands,

Such
tobacco
enjoyment

I

Santa Fe, Now Mexico, March 10,
Notice ia hereby Kivrn that Pursuant to
the provisions ol an Art of Congress approved June 20, lvll), tlie laws of the Stale
of New Mctiro, and the rulrs and regulaof the State
tions
Land
(Wire,
the
( ommissioner
of Public
Lands will oiler
at Public Sale, to the
highest
bidder,
3
at
o'clock
M.,
1.
on
Saturday, June 17, l'Mft, in the town of Silver
City, County of Grant, Stale of New Mexico,
in front ol the court house therein, the following described tract of land, vii.:

MINF.KAI. APPLICATION SFRIAI. Nn. 01.1149
United Hiatos Land Office. Las Cruces. Jew
Mexico. March 2. 1916.
Notice ia hereby given that W. H. Small and
w. l . hmith, of LorHshunr. Grant Countr.
New Mexico,
have made application for a
mineral patent to the ROOD NKiHT Lode
Mining Claim, Bur. No. 176, situate In Vir-

ginia Mining Dlatrlet, County of Grant and
State of New Mexico, covering alona; the
lode and vein of aame from the dicoery
point N. 67 degrees, 11 minutes E. 1278.55 ft.
All of Sections 31, 32, 3.1, 34, 35, T 2IS , R
and 8. 67 drg. 11 mln. W. 218 ft., and located
WW., I.ota 1, 2, J, 4.
SV"4, In S'-SWW,
i NWÍ4 of Sec. 13, and SEVJ NF,4
SWMSKK, EhSK54 Sec. I, All Sec. 30, All
See. 14, T. f3 S.. R. 19 W., N. M. P. M.,
Sec. 31. EH, NW'ViWtf, SJÍSWJ4. WJiNWv.
SKsiNWH Sec. 34, T. 3IS., R. 20W.. All ol and described aa follows:
Beginning at
Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, l ots 1, 2, .1, 4, S!4NE', lor. No. 1, a phorphry rook
II Ins..
i 6 mound
SE.N'WH, S, Sec. 5, All of Sections 6, 7, ct 18 Ina. in the ground, Iwith
of
s, 9, in. 11, 17, Id, 20, 21, 7H, NKt, S'-- Sec. 2", stone
chiseled
whence
Vt
the
Sec
All Sec. 30 T. 2JS., R. 1"W., All of Sections
18 and 14. T. 23 8.. R,
Lor.
Sees.
between
i, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, U, 13, 14, 1
17, 1R, S' Í
1",
Sec.
N;j, SF.1Í, Sec. 22, N';NWW, 19 W.. N, M. P. M.. bears 8. 62 dog. IIS
W. 77.8 ft.; thence N 41 drg. 89 mln.
SE'4E!i,
SE), NWSWH, mln.
S',S '4 Sec. 21, W'.i Sec. 24, W', Sec. 25, w. 4,4.62 ft. to Cor No. 8. thence N. 61
Ml of Sec. 26, .', Sec. 27. All of Sections JO, drg. 64 mln. E. 1452.10 ft.
to Cor. No. 8;
II. 32, T. 22S., R. 20W., All of Sections 1, 2, 3, thence 8. 41 dog. 39 min. E. 299.92 ft. to
, 5, 8, 9. 10, ti'A Sec.
12, W'i Sec. 14, All ol Cor. No. 4;
18 dog. 05 mln. E. 800.5
thence
8.
Sections 15, 16, 17, 21, 22,
S', Sec. 23, ft. to Cor. No. 5: thence S. 67 deg. 12 mln.
SIÍ Sec. 24, All of Sec. 25, T. 22S., R. 21W., w.
lht4.75 ft. to Cor. No. I. the place of
containing 40,469.28 acres. The improvements
btKinnning.
Containing 17.207 acres, after
on this land consist of two wells and windmills, value $1120. No bid will be accepted excluding .036 aerea In conflict with tha Jim
for less than three dollars ($.1.00) per acre.
Crow Lode, Sur. No. 1619.
Variation at all
The above sale of lands will be subject corners 26 min. E. Adjoining and conflicting
to the following terma and conditions, vis.: claims, aa shown by the plat of survey,
are:
The successful bidder must pay to the Rcekhart
Lode. Sur. No. 1606. and Rov.l
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent Lodo,
No. 1608. on the Kaat ; Jim Crow
Sur.
holding
h
such
sale,
of
the
prices offered
by him for the
land; Loae. bur. No. 1619. on the North : and Ex.
4
per
cent
interest in advance
for eclsior Lode, Sur. No. 1612, extending across
the balance of such purchase prices; the Eastern portion of aaid claim.
No other
fees for advertising and appraisement
and aujoinnig or conflicting claims known.
all costs incidental to the Bale herein, and
The notice of orgrnal looation of thla
each and all of said amounts, must be de- claim ia of record in the office
of the County
posited in cash or certified exchange at the Clerk of
Grant County New Mexico, In Book
time of talc, and which said amounta and all
of them are aubject
to forfeiture to the 28 or Mining Locations, at Page 343.
State of New Mexico if the successful bidJohn L. Burnside, Register.
ders do not execute a contract within thirty
days after it has been mailed to them by
the State Land Office, said contract to proNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION'
vide for the payment of the balances of the
purchase prices of said tracts of land in thirty Department of the Interior, United States Land
equal, annual installments, with interest on all
truces, N. M., April 11, 1916
vi.ice i
deferred payments at the rate of four per
Notice is hereby given that Catharine Nel.
cent per annum, in advance, payments and son. of Animas,
M., who. on March 7, 1918
N.
due
1st
on
of
October
interest
each year,
and such other conditions, obligations, res- made homestesd entw Mo oauj nH xi i cpw
ervations and terms as may be required by SWH SEV, ; NEV4 SW, Section 17, Township"
30 S... Ranire
-M M. . .I . ......
20 W
law.
..- .... ...
lu J.ll, I IM
Tlie Commissioner of Public Lands of New filed notice of intention to make final three
Mexico, or his agent holding such sale, re- year prooi, to establish claim to the land above
A
serves the right to reject any and all bids described,. lurfnr ...
n- V. I ttu . ,ia cvJimuis.-offered at said aale. Possession under consioner, at Animas, N. M., on the 26'Ui day of
tracts of aale for the above described tract may ivio.
will be given on or before October 1, 1916.
Claimant names as witneaaea:
Witness my hand and the official seal of
Preston L. Ward, Kittle L. Ward. Jamea N.
the State Land Office this 10th day of March,
Isaacs. Holmes Maddox, all of Animas. N. M.
A. D. 1916.
Apr
John L. Burnside, Register.

as you never thought
could be is yours to
command quick as
you buy some Prince
a
Albert and fire-u- p
pipe or a home-mad- e
cigarette!
Prince Albert gives

i

9
FjTamid Ledge No.

of Public

ROBT. r. F.RVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands, State
of New Mexico.
First Publication March 17, 1'ilfi,
uaat I'uuiication alay 26, 1916.
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you every tobacco satisfaction your smoke-appetiever hankered

te

That's because

for.

it's made by a patented

mm

process that cuts out
bite and parch! Prince Albert has always
been sold without coupons or premiums.
We prefer to give quality I

oath
this
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"Pro-tryou will
Fatentssd July
3lM h, 1907," which
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BURNING

ClGVlETTf

I

PIPE AND
TOBACCO

Mfir? An
the national joy smoke

uu:

has a flavor as different as it is delightful. you never tasted the like of it!
And that isn't strange, either.- Men who think they can't smoke a pipe or roll a cigaSay Princ Albmrt
rette can smoke and will smoke if they use Prince
tobacco is told in
Albert. And smokers who have not yet given P. A. a try-oloppy red bag; 5c; tidy red
Fins, JOc; handtome pound
certainly have a big surprise and a lot of enjoyment
e
and
tin
coming their way as soon as they invest in a supply.
and that corking fine
aound cryital-glaaAumi
Prince Albert tobacco will tell its own story
tor with
top that keeps the tohacco
N. C
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO, Winston-SaleV. such clever trim
u!u.uysl
every-lih-

er

ut

half-poun-

Clark, Secretary
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The Lordsburg Dairy

jiwrVyt''

Net Contenta IS TlnM Practo

lis!

FIRST"
Now at Sheakspeare Camp
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg
"SANITATION

Hi

and 85 Mine.
ALLEN & LINES, Prop.

i!;'Ju

j

g

ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENE
AYeáctaLlelTeparatioiibrAs-'Ic-

i similatingilicibodanilBeiiiM

LYMAN H. HAYS

iliccrfiil- -

i

rracucein ruonc juanas ana
Mining Law a Specialty.
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c
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Keg

Ear

Stass
IossofSih--

Wines and Liquors
Restaurant In Connection

JiÍCKMXaER-COMPAKY-

KEW

HOTEL BUILDING

St. Elmo Cafe
REGULAR

Signature
G.MIT

.

W1"

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Use
and

For Over

Thirty Years

moot
TMK OCtVYAUn

COMFftNV, NIW

VONH

CITV.

Prop.

DINNER

We give a first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all whotry it to be the
best in town.

!L)

(
a

Ik

0

Give us a trial and be
convinced.
Up-To-Date-C- afe

J

fcO fcv)

(O fn) f W.

(tú íc. L

It Always Helps
says Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills, Ky., In
writing of her experience with Cardui, the woman's
tonic She says further: "Before I began to use
Cardui, my back and head
ould hurt so bad, I
thought the pain would kill me. I was hardly able
to do any of my housework. After taking three bottles
of Cardui, I began to feel like a new woman. I soon
gained 35 pounds, and now, I do all my housework,
as well as run a big water mill. .
I wish every suffering woman would give

n

CASTOR

I

A

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

.tn

Signature of

The Woman's Tonic

0

a trial I still use Cardui when I feel a little bad,

and it always does me good."
Headache, backache, side ache, nervousness,
feelings, etc., are sure signs of womantired, worn-oly trouble. Signs that you need Cardui, the woman's
tonic You cannot make a mistake in trying Cardui
for your trouble. It has been helping weak, ailing
women for more than fifty years.
ut

.

Ranch for Rent: For sheep or
goats. 12 miles wes of Lordsburg.
Water. Improvement. Early rain.
Enquire at Liberal.

flM n "RnttlA Tnrlím!

&

QUTTÜ i) i) i) ü

LLÍL

,MUST DEPOSIT

SCHOOL NOTES
INCORPORATION FEES
The first state exams for the 9th
Those who subscribed amounts grade were held April 7 and 8,
for the taking of the census and about fourteen pupils taking the
the survey of the proposed incor- examinations. There will be
porated town of Lordsburg, are reopportunity given in May,
quested to deposit the amountfe to raise the grades of anyone who
subscribed by them with the First missed the first examinations.
i
National Bank.
This school year, which we have
The cost were $80, and this tried to make the best term for
must be paid to the county treas- Lordsburg, will close on Friday,
urer. As soon as the city has col- Jlay 12, 1916. The parents can
lected the first taxes the money give us their aid by seeing that
will be refunded to those who sub-- i the children attend every day to
scribed.
the very end.
It was amusing to see the Apache scouts at Columbus, engaged
YEARBOOK READY
bv the Tlnitpil Rtafpa
Washington, D. C,
to assist in the chase of the Villista
April 12, 1916.
bandits, clad in the regulation cavalry uniform of the latest design, To the Editor, Western Liberal: '
and wearino- - a fonthpr in thpir
Agricultural Yearbook, 1915
ial The
closelv nlaitpd
blank .hair
. .. .
,
is now ready for distriedition,
said by those that know these
scouts Dest mat tney win discard bution. I will be glad to answer
the reirul.it ion uniform once thnv calls for copies of same until my
hit the trail in Mexico.
supply is exhausted. I wish you
would give notice of this in your
WHERE TO SPEND
newspaper.
Very truly yours,
YOUR VACATION
I

an-eth- er

Tf--

ENCOUNTER

GAS IN DRILLING
Duncan and vicinity is experi

encing considerable excitement at
present, due to the appearance of
gas in the test artesian well which
is being drilled by the state a few
miles southeast of the town. Al
though no great amount of gas has
made its appearance up to the present time, it is sufficient to cause
people familiar with oil to be very
optimistic regarding the possibili
ties of oil being discovered in the
vicinity of the well. Ano'ther ex
cellent indication is that the formation being passed through in the
,well for the last 200 feet or there
abouts, consists of shale and other
deposits, which, in proven oil dis
tricts, are certain to mean that oil
,is to be found. Duncan News.
BIG LAND SALE MAY 8

-

Lordsburg, N. M.

Always bears

Morgan Wilson of Tucson, one
of the officers of the company,
was a visitor at the property last
week, and reports that work is pro
gressing in a satisfactory manner.
He returned to Tucson last Tues
day, accompanied by George A. Ka- lar, president of the company.
Many .Lordsburg persons are in
terested in the mine.

In

nonus,

The Eclipse Mining; & Milliner
at Steeplerock 3 preparing; to ship some high grade ore
in the near future. It is expected
that the first shipment will be
made within twenty days. At the
mine everything is in good condi
tion and considerable ore is beinar
broken, the operations being in
charge of Albert Hoch and Cyrus
company

Meyer.

jt,rm SA fíurifítU&9

Beer on Tap

W. M. MEANEY,

Always
Bears the

Sd

l ine

VENDOME

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

Li

Lordsburg Cafes

Cez2tra,l

For Infants and Children.

or Narcotic.
Jai

-

WILL SOON SHIP ORE

of

Attorney at Law, Wilcox, Arizona g
B

ti

Mir--

The sale of 82.493 acres of state
land in Grant county, which has
Deen advertised in the Western
Liberal, will be held in Silver City
Monday. May 8. The land is now
under lease by the Victorio Land
oz
company, and has been
applied for bv that concern. The
land is in four tracts, tlie smallest
oí 1.Ü40.7J acres, and the largest
of 61,393.02 acres. At least $3 an
acre will be secured for the land
the total value at the minimum
price being $247,479. The Grant
county sale involves th larcput
amount of land of any now sche
duled ior tne present year.
The tracts applied for by the
Highland Cattle Company will be
sold in June.
NOTICR FOR PCBI.ICATIOJf
Department of the Interior. V. S. Ijiml OfTic
III lji Cruces. N. M.. March 29. IV16
Notice in her by trtven tlutt James ll iruer f
Red Kock, N. M.. Who. on Au'u-- t S. I'M.', nimlc
ileaert land entry No. n7.("S. for NKIÍ NKJÍ,
Section 11, Township 1 K.. Knnvr IV W., N.M I".
Meridian, has filed notice of iMIcntion to make
Final three- - yeni I'ruof, to efcüiMish claim to tlie
alwye dencrilied. before I'ni ia V. lltsh, C. K, Com.
missioner. at l,ortUburir, N. M..011 the l.Uh ilay
of May 1916.

Chiimiint r.'tnies as wilncsi-s- :
Fred l.tiherinit. Hrn ;l;iwco-k- .
Tom Dnnlev
11
Conner; all of Ked Kock, N M.
I.. HIÍKNSUMÍ
i.
April - May 5
Kiaiter

V

'j

LISTEN TO THE CALL Of'
OLD OCEAN, where the joy of liv- - j
Ing, the charm of health, and the
pleasures of recreation are all
combined.
Pack your grip and
come to the coast for a few weeks, '
during the hot summer months, '
where you can enjoy the fine, brac
ing and invigorating air of thp sen-shore. The HOTEL NORTHERN,1
of Loa Angeles, a new and modern
fireproof building, elegantly furnished, moderately priced, is situ-- j
nted just two blocks from the electric railway station where trains
leave every few minutes for the
many popular seashore resort3 surrounding this city, and close to all
the large department stores, theaters, cafes, etc., which make it a
very Ideal place to stay during your
vacation. The guests atihe Hot
Northern are amongst the most delightful people one could meet, and
the huge lobby offers a common
meetinjr r,lae for congenial people, and by its social pleasures one
forgets the cares and worries of
business back home.
Our auto bus meets all trains,
taking you to and from the station
without charge. Free garage and
parking accommodations for your
automobiles.
Write for folders, rates, reservations.
NORTHERN HOTEL CO.,
Los Angeles, California.

,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land Office
at Laa Cruces. N. M.. March Í2, 1918.
Notica ia (i.T.-bKiven that Frank Oilwon, of
Haehlta. N. M, who. on April 17. 1911, made
homestead entry No. 06894. for Eli NWH See.
23. SK4 SWVi 8WV1 SE'4 8eetion 14. Township 2'J 8., Ranire 17 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to maka final
five year proof, to eatahlinh claim to the Isnri
above ditciibed. bofor Oeonre Edmonda. U.
S. CommifBÍoncr,
at llachlta, N. M ' , on the
t h dny uf Mi.y. 11118.
C'aimant nainea aa wltneeiea:
r.eorr Wlk)er. A. I!. JvVWn.
O'e TVIor- M-It. Wilüpn, all of Haciii'a. N M.
Var.al-Apr.2- 8
John L. l'.urns'.de, üi.i:jr

T. B. CATRON.
:

STICKERS FOR ALL PURPOSES
Despite the high price of paper

Ire Western Liberal has

contract-- i
stickers at prices
if Aver th:ui tho:;e before the war.
for garages, insurance
:iLi.s, hole's, drug stores, and y
line of business using stick-ir- s
can be supplied at this office.
IVrite for sampl---or call and sen
Í isigns. Prices as low as 3000 for
Trade at home.

for
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WESTEKN LIBERAL.

GEN. GEORGE

CELL, JR., AND

II I s"

AIDS

TELEPÍÍOÍIE

FOR

FOREST RANGERS

Small Plot Will Produce Enough
Vegetables for Family.

Instru-

ment Part of Their
lar Equipment

Regu-

'

USEFUL IN REPORTING
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in roil bliss examining a war map.
Ueneral Hell and HIb
Lett to right: Lieut. P.eatty Moore, General Boll and Llout. Conger Pratt.

IS

VALUE OF FARM

SORRY

SHE

(From the Unltrd Btntes Department of
Agriculture.)
Even tbe smallest back yard may
be made to yield a supply of fresh
vegetables for the family table at but
slight expense if two or three crops
are successively grown to keep the
area occupied all the time, according
to the garden specialists of the department People who would discharge
a clerk If he did not work the year
round will often cultivate a garden at
no little trouble and expense and then
allow the soil to He idle from the time
the first crop matures until the end of

Washington. A portable telephone,
made of aluminum and weighing 2
pounds, the invention of a forest

"""!

J

'"i

imiiihi

FIRES

Patrolmen Can Tap Forest Service
Telephone Linee and Quickly Get
In Touch With Headquarter
of a Supervisor.

'

f

If Land Was Not Plowed Last Fall It
Should Be Erokon In Spring as
Soon as Frost Is Out Manure
Is Best Fertilizer.

RAN

AWAY

ollicer, It. B. Adams of Missoula. Mont.,
will be part of the regular equipment
of patrolmen oi the national forests
the coming field season. This instrument Is regarded is a great Improvement over the iet formerly used, which
weighed ten pounds.
It Is said that a ñeldman equipped
vjth this telerhone, a few yards ol
light emergency wire, and a short
piece of heavy wire to make the
ground connection can cut in any-

where along the more than

thé season. Where a two or three
crop system is used In connection
with vegetables adapted to small
areas, a space no larger Iban 25 by 70
feet will produce enough fresh vegetables for a small family. Corn, melons, cucumbers, and potatoes and other crops which require a large area
should not be grown in a garden of
this size. Half an acre properly cultivated with a careful crop rotation
may easily produce $100 worth of various garden crops in a year.
When to Work Soil.
It the garden was not broken In the
fall, it should be plowed in the spring
as soon sb the frost is out of the
ground. Small areas may be worked
with a spade, pushing the blade in to
Its full depth and turning the soil to
break up the clods. Heavy soils should
never be worked when wet. Overzeal- -

20.0OU

Alma Myers Weeps When Father Tells miles of forest service telephone lines
Her of Grief of Parents Over
and get in touch with the headquarDisappearance.
ters of a supervisor or district ranger.
To talk, one end of the emergency
East Orange, N. J. Alma Fullr wire Is thrown over the telephone line,
Myers, the young girl whose disappear- the two ends are connected to the
ance from the home of her parents re- portable instrument, and the instruIncreases Are Genera! Through- cently
caused a sensation that bade fair ment Is connected to the ground wire,
out Country, Says Fedto rival the case of Dorothy Arnold, the end of which must be thrust Into
has returned to her home. She was tho damp earth or in water. Contact
eral Bureau.
located after a week's search at Tort with the live wire is made possible by
Jervis. N. Y.
removal of the Insulation from a few
Mr Myers went to the home of Mrs. inches of the emergency wire.
AEQHTS2 PER ACRE PER YEAR Anna Wlckuaru In I'ort JervU, where
The Adams Instrument does not
Miss Myers had taken a room while ring
of the receiving teleseeking employment as a stenograph- phone,the bell
causes a screechinstead
but
er, and greeted bis daughter
ing sound from a small megaphone-shapeEstimates Based Upon Reports From ately. When Alma heard fromaffectionher faapparatus descriptively known
Crop Reporters Show Few Exther how distressed he and her mother as a "howler." This Instrument Is InUpward
ceptions in General
had been and how they had feared she
stalled at the ranger station telephone
Trend in Rural Districts.
and Is said to give effective notice that
someone Is on the wire. II the field-maWashington.
The value of farm
needs to talk with someone else
imInnds of the United States, without
where on the line, the ranger station
provements. Is estimated at $45 f5 per
instrument can be used to ring UP the
acre, as compared with $40 85 a year
person wanted, when the conversation
r 'o. $40.31 two yearB ago, $38.10 three
can be carried on.
years ago, and '.16.23 four years ago
Forest officers say that these port
The census reported the value of farm
phones are especially valuable in
able
In 1!U0 as $32.40. and in 1100 as
reporting fires and other emergencies
l.".. ",7 per acre
with the least possible delay, and also
in recent years the value of farm
In seeding Instructions to fieldmen
increasing
been
at
rate
the
lands has
Keeping the district rangers inand
approxiyear,
a
per
or
cent a
of about
as to the progress of work goformed
mately $2 per acre per year. The exing on in the field, thus supplementing
ceptional inciense of the past year
the regular telephone sets installed
may be explained partly by the rcac- '
nt lookout points, ranger stations, and
Hnn fn tha Mmifhprn rnftnn fltntna fill.
at convenient intervals along forest
lowing a temporary depression last
service roads and trails.
given
by
eur. and partly
the stimulus
4;
S--i
1
or
by the war to prices, particularly
FINDS BAG OF GOLD ON ROAD
grain
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Oats usually follow a cultivated
crop such as corn or potatoes; hence
it is not generally necessary to plow
the land before sowing. Oats do well
land, but if the land
on
has not been plowed in the fall better
yields aro usually produced from
sowing in a seedbed made by disking and harrowing than in one made
by' spring "lowing. Eurly Beetling for
oats la very desirable. As a good seedbed can be mailo much more quickly
with tho disl: harrow than with th
plow on land that was in a cultivated
crop last year, the saving in time is
an advantage. Two diskings and one
barharrowing with tho
row will put clean land fn good shape
for sowing with the drill.
Oats grow best in a seedbed that
has 2 or 3 inches of loose surface soil,
but which Is firm below that depth.
This Ib another reason why disking is
to be profcrrod to spring plowing, for
there is not time for plowed land to
settle before tho seed is sown. Still
another reason why the disk is better
is that a field can be plowed, and the
cheaper way of doing a Job should
always be chosen if it gives Just as
good results as the more expensive
way.
spike-toothe-

'

FOR OATS

Necessary to . Plow
Land Before Sowing Disk Harrow la Recommended.
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SEEDBED

Not Generally

Owner Sooght for Treasure Picked Up
on Wisconsin Highway by a
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Sheyhoygan. Wis. Richard Lutze. a
farmer of Centerville, this county,
while coming to Sheyhoygan found a
large bag of gold on the road to Pigeon
Hill, one mile south of Sheyhoygan.
Fearing the money had been stolen
and that he might be accused of taking
some, he took the bag to a local bank
without opening It. When opened it
Alma Fuller Myers.
was found to contain several hundred
dollars in gold. No such amount has
had been murdered or kidnaped she
obtained from the local banks
burst Into tears and said she never been
It Is believed the money was
and
realhad
home
if she
would have left
hoarded by a farmer who lost it while
ized how much grief her going would coming to
tbe city or that it had been
have caused
stolen and was lost by the thief.
Mr. Myers said that his daughter
had explained fully to him the sudAPPLIES FOR 100 PATENTS
den Impulse which took her from her
home.
"She was nervous over tho attentions of a young man she did not
know," said Mr. Myers
"She obeyed
a sudden Impulse to go away and
strike out for herself. She aad not
been away a day when she realised
her mistake and would have been glad
U return had It not been for a little
BOY, 13. CHURCH ORGANIST pride and a little stubbornness. When
went to her she was glad to see me.
Young Musician Is Master of Difficult at glad as 1 was to see her.
She
Selections Plays All Sorts of
couldn't get home soon enough to
Music.
please her. and she says that she will
be satisfied to remain at borne aldeCentralia, Kan. Centralia people
ways."
clare the town has the youngest
church organist in the state, and probably the only boy organist. Edward Ev OXFORD TO HAVE NEW COURSE
erett Is only thirteen years old. ami
when in bis knee-pansuit be walks English University to Add Research Í ...
up Into the choir gallery on Sunday
Chemistry to Its List of
i
fjtudies.
mornings, btrangers might think ne
was going to pump the church organ
!
1
Oxford. Eng. With a view to aidor maybe sing In a children s chorus
but would never suspect be was the ing the nation in the development of
church organiHt for a real grown up chemical industry a course iti research
choir, including music supervisors and chemlBtry Is to be Introduced in Oxford university
teachers
Hereafter it will be necessary for
And when be gets on the bench nt
the organ you cannot see even the the student to pass an examination in
top of his head, so the music given a piece of research in the form of exone the impression of coming from the perimental luvestigatlonu upon which
A recent photograph of Mr
John
organ without any assistance
When he will bave been engaged for one Hays Hammond and bis son taken in
the services are over and Edward year,
the oillce of the elder Hammond John
In announcing the change the facwalks out. strangers are astonished.
Hays. Jr., has Invented many wlretasa
He shirks none of the regular pro ulty say that It is of particular Impor- contrivances. Several of them are
gram of tho services, but plays voiun tance at this time because of the great
the war department waiting to be
tarles and anthems as well as the demand tor research chemists in Eng- passed upon. He has invented a wire
land.
hymns, and chooses difficult,
less torpedo that can be controlled by
music.
wireless from the roast fortification
He has applied for more than one hunPat Mouss Saves Nine.
Gasolina for Masher.
Minn. A pot white dred patents covering the system lu
Minneapolis.
N Y. Miss Olive Bird-sel- l mouse saved the Uves of nine persons the United States and foreign coun. Hillsdale.
put to flight a masher who kissed the other day when the borne of Thom- tries. Hammond is only twenty-elgb- i
her while she was filling the tank of as Dromecks caught fire. Tbe mouse years old and bas achieved a reputa
her motor car with gasjline.
She ran across tbe baby's face; It cried Hon In the Inventive world Mr. Ham
poured ibe contents or a gallon can and awakened the mother, who mond, Sr., has had a long and varied
of gaaollue over tbe unwelcome lover. alarmed tl.e household.
career.
High-Clas-
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general
been
have
Increases
throughout the United States, the only
noteworthy exceptions being orchard
lands and pome irrigated lands In thu
Northwest, which apparently bad been
overvalued beforo
The percentage Increases in value
of farm land.i in the paBt year by sections of the 1'nited States are: North
Atlantic stateB, 10 per cent; eastern
part of north central states. U per
cent; western pa- -t of north central
Btates. 12 per cent; South Atlantic
states. ID per ceut; south central
states. 11 per cent; far Western states,
11 per cent; entire United States, 11.5
per cent
The peicentage increases in farm
land values in four years, that is,
since 1912, are; North Atlantic states
17 per cent; eastern part of north ecu
tral states, 20 per cent; western part
of north central states, 28 per cent;
South Atlantic states, 23 per cent;
south central states, 25 per cent; far
Western states. 34 per cent; entire
United States, 25.7 per cent.
These estimates are based upon reports from crop reporters of the
of crop estimates.

well-rotte- d
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unyielding.
To loosen np such soli
and make it suitable for garden produce requires that careful attention he
given to Its preparation. After spading the Inclosure thoroughly, the upper three Inches should be made finí
with the ose of hoe and rake. Stonei
and rubbish should be removed and
clods of dirt broken. Tbe surface
should be made even and as level ai
possible.
It may then be marked off
for planting In conformity with the
general plan of tho garden.
Barnyard or stable manure la tha
best fertilizer because It furnishes both
plant food and humus. An application
at the rate of from 20 to 30 tons ta
the acre of
manure is very
satisfactory. This should be applied
after plowing or working with a spade,
and distributed evenly over the surface and later worked in with a hoe
and rake. On many soils it is advisable to apply commercial fertilizer,
especially phosphate. In addition to
the manure. An application of 300
to C00 pounds.of acid phosphate to the
acre is usually sufficient. If addition
al potash Is needed, which is often
the case with sandy soils, this may be
economically supplied in the form oi
wood ashes. If the wood ashes are
unlearned they should be distributed
over the garden, using 1,000 pounds to
the acre. If they have been wet, or
leached, 2,000 pounds should be UBed.
An application of 100 pounds to the
acre of nitrate of soda may be used in
the spring to start the plants before
the nitrogen in the manure has become
available. It should be borne in mind
that commercial fertilizers will not
yield good results unless the soil la
well supplied with humus. Sod or
other vegetation which baa overgrown
a garden spot may be used to advantage. It should be turned under with
a plow or a spade and will aid in light
ening the soil and providing humus.
Small Garden Plan.
In the plan illustrated all the vegetables named are planted In rows
across from tbe inside lateral rows
of strawberries. As rapidly as each
kind of peas matures and the crop is
over, kale is planted in Its place. The
ground to be used for tomatoes is first
planted with onion sets, and these
onions are. used as rapidly as needed.
When the time comes to set out the
tomatoea, some of the onions are dug
to make space for the tomato planta.
When the tomato crop is over, the
ground is occupied by spinach as tbe
third crop. Spinach is also planted as
soon as the bulb onions from the side
are gathered. Tbe beans, carrots, and
peas are succeeded by late cabbage,
and between the rows of late cabbage
"potato-onionsets are planted. Late
beans are planted between the rowr
of parsnips after the radishes and let
tuce have been gathered.

Plan for Small Garden.
ous gardeners, ready to seize the first
warm spell as a favorable opportunity
to go out and work Jhe heavy clay
oil before it is dry, are not only wasting their energy but are doing a damage to the soli from which It will take
years for it to recovor. To determino
when heavy- - soils are ready for plowing, a handful of earth should be coland the fing- lected from the
era tightly closed on it. If the ball
of compacted earth is dry enough for
cultivation it will fall apart when the
hand is opened.
A garden spot near the bouse is often more desirable than a plot which
is in better tilth but located at an inconvenient distance. A garden which is
near the house will receive many a
spare hour of care from adults and
children which would otherwise be
wasted. Where there is ample room
for the selection of a garden site, the
slope of the land should be carefully
considered. A gentle slope toward the
South is most desirable for growing
early crops, while It is a decided advantage to have the plot protected on
the north and nrrthwest by either a
hill, a group of tunings, or a board
fence.
Drainage of the garden is of great
importance. Tbe land should bave
sufficient fall to drain off surplus water during heavy rains and yet not be
so steep that the soil will be washed
or gullied. The surface should be
nearly level so the water will not stand
in hollows. Where the natural slope
of the lani does not provide sufficient natural drainage, ditches may
be dug or a tile drain put in. This
will prevent waste water from the adjoining land from washing over it.
Such water may carry weed and grass
seeds into the garden, which are later
culled out with difficulty.
How to Fertilize.
The soil in the average back yard is
not only lacking in plant food but also
tas been packed until It is bard and

DAIRYING

Look and Feel

Clean, Sweet and
Fresh Every Day
Drink a glass of real hot water
before breakfast to wash
out poisons.

Life is not merely to live, but to
live well, eat well, digest .well, work
well, sleep well, look well. What a
glorious condition to attain, and yet
how very easy It Is If one will only
adopt the morning inside bath.
Folks who are accustomed to feel
dull and heavy when they arise, splitting headache, stuffy from a cold, foul
tongue, nasty breath, acid stomach,
can, instead, feel as fresh as a daisy
by opening the sluices of the system
each morning and flushing out the
whole of the Internal poisonous stagnant matter.
Everyone, whether ailing, sick or
well, should, each morning, before
breakfast, drink a glass of real hot
water with a teaspoonful of limestone
phosphate in it to wash from the
stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels the
previous day's indigestible waste, sour
bile and poisonous toxins; thus cleansing, sweetening and purifying the en- tire alimentary tract before putting
more food Into the stomach. The action of hot water and limestone phosphate on an empty stomach Is wonderfully Invigorating. It cleans out all tbe
sour fermentations, gases, waste and
acidity, and gives one a splendla- appetite for breakfast. While you. are
enjoying your breakfast the water and
phosphate Is quietly extracting a large
volume of water from the blood and
getting ready for a thorough flushing
of all the inside organs.
The millions of people who are bothered with constipation, bilious spells,
stomach trouble, rheumatism; others
who have sallow skins, blood disorders and sickly complexions are urged
to get a quarter pound of limestone
phosphate from any store that handles
drugs which will cost very little, but
Is sufficient to make anyone a pronounced crank on the subject of internal sanitation. Adv.
Forethought.

"You seem to be rather busy."
"Yes. I'm writing a love letter. Iv'e
been working on it for more than an

hour."
"Why take such pains?"
"I want to feel sure that if this letter is ever read in court it won't muke
me look like a fool."
Sorry He Did It.

It was with considerable trepidation that we approached the shade of
Sir Francis Bacon, whom we had
crossed the Styx to interview:
"Is it true," we asked, "that you
wrote the plays usually attributed to
Shakespeare?"
"Yes," he replied, sadly. "It's true:
enough, but Blnce I've seen some of
the Broadway productions of my stuff
I'm not bragging about it."
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ON A LARGE SCALE

Number of Unpleasant Surprises Are
in Store at Start Start With
Few Cows and Grow Up.
i

The man who starts dairying on a
large scale by buying the whole dairy
hord is In for a number of unpleasant
surprises. The best way to get into
the dairy business is to grow into it,
starting with a few cows and selecting
and culling as experience dictates. It
is a slow way to be Bure, but it is a
safe one. Only those who have been
through the mill know how hard it is
to sot out and buy good milch cows.
Tbe endeavor of every dairyman Is to
sell off bis poorest animals and keep
the best

Alabastine is the most
effective, economical and
simple wall decoration on the
market. It has demonstrated
its superiority in thirty-fiv- e
years use.
Think of it! No boiling water, no
glue added. It's one ff the easiest
jobs in the world to prepare and
apply Alabastine, and the resulting
surface, if ordinary care is taken, ii
tolid, streakiest and mat-lik- e.

Tha Moat Baauliful Wall Tint

DOUBLING VALUE OF MANURE

And when you consider that you
obtain the most beautiful, mellow,
nature colors, viz., soft buffs, delicate
greens and exquisite blues, or any
A suggestion that seems worth while
hade you wish by combining; shades
comes from the Ohio experiment sta
Alabastine, then you'll know why
of
tion. It is this: "Treat your barnyard
manure with acid phosphate and dou- Alabastine is one of the most popular
wall decorations with millions of
ble Its value."
Manure is good fertilizer, but it is Painters and Householders, Decoranot sufficient on the older farm lands tors and Womenfolk, who take a pride
which are deficient in phosphorus.
in their homes the wide world over.
The expense of treating the manure
fertito make it a
The Alabastine Co.
Grand Rapid Mick,
lizer is not great, only 40 pounds of 382 CrudvilU Rd.
the acid phosphate being used to the
rcW
are oa ara parkara al
tura tbt k4 ctom and
ton of munuré.
AlabaMiiia roa buy
AlatautiM la to 14 b, out drugiiKa,

Treatment of Acid Phosphate la Sug
gested by Ohio Experiment Station Cost la Small.
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WESTERN LIBERAL.

TEXT OF WILSON'S MESSAGE
PRESIDENT TELLS CONGRESS TIIAT GERMANY
VIOLATED EVERY RULE OP SEA WARFARE AND THAT HER
COMMANDERS SINK VESSELS OF ALL
NEUTRALS. DEMANDS THAT COMMERCE
RAID3 END OR UNITED STATES WILL
SEVER DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS.
' HAS

Washington, April 20. The text of Tresident Wilsou's speech
before the joint session of Congress Thursday follows:
GENTLEMEN OF THE CONGRESS:
A situation has arisen In the foreign
relations of the country, of which It
my plain duty to Inform you very
frankly.
It will be recalled that In February.
1915, the Imperial German government
announced Ita Intention to treat the
ratera surrounding Oreat Britain and
Ireland aa embraced within the seat
of war, and to destroy all merchant
hipa owned by Ita enemies that might
be found within any part of that portion of the high seus. and . that it
warned all vessels of neutral, as well
as of belligerent ownership,
to
out of the waters it had thus proscribed or else enter them at their
I

p

PrtL

,

Say Grasa Aauea Are Cerlalau
The government of the United States
earnestly protested. It took the position that such a policy could not be
pursued without the practical certainty of gross and palpable violation of
the law of nations, particularly If submarine craft were to be employed as
Its Instruments, inasmuch as the rules
prescribed by
law, rules founded
upon principles that
of humanity and established for the protection of the lives
of
at sea, could not In
tae nature of the case be observed by
such vessels.
It based Its protest on the ground
that persons of neutral nationality and
Vessels of neutral ownership would be
exposed to extreme and intolerable
risks, and that no right to
any
part of the high soas against close
their uso
or to expose them to such risks,
could
lawfully be asserted by any belligerent government.
The law of nations In these matters,
upon which the government
of the
United States based its protest, la not
of recent origin, or founded upon
merely arbitrary principios set up by
eonvention.
It Is based, on the contrary, upon manifest and Imperative
principles of humanity and has long
been established with the approval and
by the express assent of all civilized
nations.
Germany Dlnregsrda All Protests.

Notwithstanding the earnest protest

of our government, the Imperial German government at once proceeded to
carry out the policy It had announced.
It expressed the hope that the dangers
Involved), at any rate the dangers to
neutral vessels, would be reduced to a
minimum by the Instructions which It
bad Issued to Its submarine commanders and assured the government of the
United States that it would take every possible precaution both to respect
the rights of neutrals, and to safeguard the Uvea of
What has actually happened In the
year which has since elapsed, has
shown that those hopes were not justified, those assurances insusceptible of
being fulfilled.
In pursuance of the policy of submarine warfare against the commerce
of its adversaries, thus announced and
entered upon by the Imperial German
government In spite of the solemn protest of this government, the command-er- a
of German undersea vessels have
attacked merchant ships with greater
and greater activity, not only upon
the high seas surrounding Great Britthey
ain and Ireland but wherever
could encounter them. In a way that
grown
more and more ruthless,
has
more and more Indiscriminate as the
months have gone by, less and less observant of restraints of any kind: and
nave delivered their attacks without
compunction against vessels of every
nationality and bound upon every sort

of errand.

Vessels nestroyed.
Vessels of neutral ownership, even
vessels of neutral ownership bound
from neutral port to neutral port, have
been destroyed, along with vessels g of
belligerent ownership In constantly-Increasinnumbers.
Sometimes the merchantman attacked
has been warned and summoned to
fired on or torsurrender before being
pedoed: sometimes passengers or crews
vouchsafed
the poor Becnr-l- t
have been
of being allowed to take to the
was sent to
she
before
ship's boats
the bottom.
no
warning had
again
again
and
But
been given; no escape even to the
ships' boats allowed to those on board.
What this government foresaw must
Tragedy ha
happen has happened.
followed tragedy on the seas in such
circumattendant
such
with
fashion,
stances, as to make It grossly evident
warsort,
If
a
such
of
that warfare
fare it be, cannot be carried on withof
violation
palpable
the
most
out the
right and humanity.
dictates alike of disposition
Intenand
Whatever the
tion of the Imperial German government. It has manifestly proved Impossible for It to keep such methods of
attack upon the commerceset ofbyIts eneeither
mies within the bounds
of mankind.
the reason or the heart
In February of the present year, the
imperial German government Informed
other neuthis government and theworld
that It
of the
tral governments
had reason to believe that the govhad
armed
Britain
of
Great
ernment
all merchant vessels of British ownership, and had given them secret orany submarine of the
ders to attack
enemy they might encounter upon the
seas, and that the Imperial German
government felt Justified In the circumstances In treating all merchantmen of belligerent ownership as auxiliary vessels of w r, which It would
have the right to destroy without
warning.
Germany Sets Aside Law of Nations.
The law of nations has long recogto
nised the right of merchantman
carry arms for protection ami to use
use
to
In
them
repel
attacks,
to
them
own risk;
such circumstances at theirgovernment
but the Imperial Gorman
claimed the right to set these understandings aside under circumstances
which it deemed extraordinary.
Even the .terms In which it announced Ita purpose thus still further
It had previ'
to relax the restraints
ously professed Its willingness and de
of Its
aire to put upon the operations
the plain implicasubmarines carried vessels
which wero
tion that at least be
exempt from denot armed would
warning and that
struction withoutwould
be accorded
personal safety
crews; but even
their passengers ifand
ever practiwas
It
that limitation,
In fact consticable to observe It, has upon
tuted no check at ofallevery sort.the destruction of ships
n
Again and again the Imperial der-niagovernment has given tills gov- Nentral-Owae-

d

ernment Its solemn ossurnncea that at
least rassenger ships would not be thus
dealt with; and yet It has attain and
again permitted Its undersea commanders to disregard those assurances with
entire Impunity.
Refers to the Lnaltanla Oatrnaro.
Great liners like the Lusltanla and
s
the Arabic, and mere
like
the Sussex, have been attacked without a moment's warning, sometimes
before they had even become aware
that they were In the presence of an
armed vessel of the enemy, and the
lives of
passengers
and crew have been sacrificed wholesale In a manner which the government of the United States cannot but
regard as wanton and without tjia
slightest color of Justification.
No limit of. any kind has In fact
been set to the indiscriminate pursuit
and destruction of merchantmen of all
kinds and nationalities within the wa
ters, constantly extending In area,
where theae operations have been carried on; and the roll of Americana
who have lost their lives on ships thus
attacked and destroyed has grown.
month by month, until the ominous
toll has mounted into the hundreds.
Sussex Cane Rivals I.ualtaala.
One of the latest and most shocking
Instances of this method of warfare
was that of the destruction of the
French
steamer Sussex.
It must stand forth aa the sinking of
the steamer I.usitanla did. as so singularly traglcnl and unjustifiable P.l to
constitute a truly terrible example of
the Inhumanity of submarine warfare
ar the commanders of German vessels
have for the last twelve months been
conducting It.
If this Incident stood alone some explanation, some disavowal by the German government, some evidence ot
criminal mistake or wilful disobedience
on the part of the commander of the
vessel that fired the torpedo might be
sought or entertained; but, unhappily.
It does not stand alone.
Recent events make the conclusion
Inevitable that It Is only one Instance,
even though it be one of the most extreme and distressing Instances, of the
spirit and method of warfare which
the Imperial German government has
mistakenly adopted, and which from
the first exposed that government to
the reproach pf thrusting all neutral
rights aside in pursuit of its immediate object.
United States Has Hoped In Vain.
The government of the United States
has been very patient. At every atage
of this distressing experience of tragedy after tragedy In which its own
cltisens were Involved, It has sought
tc be restrained from any extreme
course of action or of protest by a
thoughtful consideration of the extraordinary circumstances of this unprecedented war. and actuated in all that
1. said or did by the sentiments of
genuine friendship which the people of
the United States always have entertained and continue to entertain
toward the German nation.
It has, of course, accepted the successive explanations and assurances of
the Imperial German government aa
given in entire sincerity and good
faith, and has hoped, even against
hope, that It would prove to be possible for the German government so
to order and control the acts of Its
naval commanders aa to square its
policy with the principles of humanity
as embodied In the law of nations.
It haB been willing to wait until
the significance of the facts became
absolutely unmistakable and susceptible of but one Interpretation.
That
point has now unhappily been reached.
The facts are susceptible of but one
Interpretation.
The Imperial German government
has not been able to put any limits
or restraints upon Its warfare against
either freight or passenger ships.
ferry-boat-

cross-chann-
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Ni Wonder Renting His
Land He Made $3.50
Per Acre.

many Americans now have personal knowledge of Canada that false
reports concerning this country are
being continually corrected by Americans themselves who know the facts,
snd who are too
to let a
false statement go unchallenged. A
case In point arises out of a statement
supposed to be made by a resident of
Alberta, and published recently In the
,
Spokesman-Reviewof Spokane, In
which the condition of settlers In this
country was painted In a very bad
way indeed. The writer of thla attack on Canada refused to let his
name be known, so It can be taken
for what It Is worth, but Mr. S. L.
Wallace, of N 4723 Crestline, Spokane,
who lived for some years In Western
Canada, came to the defense of the
country in the following letter which
was published In the Spokesman-Revieof February 11, 1916:
"To the Editor of the Spokesman-Review- :
Bo

d

"In Sunday's Spokesman-Reviewas
a letter from a man In Alberta to the
chamber of commerce, asking that
something be done to keep Americans
from going to Canada, and saying that
that government was run by the railroads, banks and manufacturers; that
once a man got there he never could
get away.
H?d this man published
that letter over his own signature
there is no doubt but he could get out
of Canada.
No country will do as much to help
a man to get on his feet, if he tries to
help himself, as Canada. I know of
the government helping people to provisions, feed, seed grain and fuel, and

charging only cost of delivery to the
nearest town and 6 per cent. What
more could a man ask?
I lived five years In Southern Saskatchewan and earned a patent to 320
acres of aa good land as I ever saw.
I have raised over 0 bushels of oats
on sod, 40 bushels of wheat, and 20
of flax to the acre. Until I lost my
health I never was better satisfied anywhere. I had my land rented this last
year for
It brought me
ost-$8.50
per acre, or $1,143.91 for
135 acres.
This man says he loves the land his
fathers died for. So do I, and I love
the land that gave me my home.
one-thir-

alm-

"S.

t.

WALLACE."
Advertise-

Crestline, Spokane.
ment.

N4723

Cutting English Trees.
England has 125,000 acres of crown
forests, containing magnificent trees
untouched by the woodman's ax. Now
they are to go. England needs the
lumber and has appealed to Canada
to provide a uattallon of axmen. Needless to say, Canada has responded
gladly.
There Is now organizing a
battalion of 1,500 experienced bush-mewho will wear the khaki, be subject to military direction and wield
their axes on the ancestral oaks of
the motherland. Soon the music of
their blows will be heard ringing
through the great New forest of HampDemands
Raids End.
shire and Dean forest. In Gloucesterhas,
painfully
become
therefore,
It
England must have the wood,
evident that the position which this shire.
government took at the very outset Is but it Is sad to think of these glorious
namely, that the use of old trees 'isappearlng. Many of the
inevitable;
submarines for the destruction of any woodsmen will come from Quebec,
enemy's commerce
is of necessity,
because of the very character of the where experta In the craft abound.
vessels employed, and the very methods of attack which their employment,
of course involves, incompatible with
The Last Request.
the principles of humanity, the
A kind physician living near Peoria,
and Incontrovertible rights
of neutrais, and the sacred Immunities
wishing to soothe the last hours of a
ot
I have deemed It my duty, there- poor woman whom he has been atfore, to say to the lmperiul Ger- tending, asked her If there was anyman government that If It is still thing he could do for her
before she
IU
purpose to prosecute relentless
and indlacrlminale
warfare against died. The poor soul, looking up, reof commerce by the use plied:
vessels
of submarines, notwithstanding the
"Doctor, I have always thought 1
In. possibility of conducting that warfare In accordance with what the gov- should like to have a glass butter dish
ernment of the United States must
consider the sacred and indisputable before I died."
rules of International law and the universally recognized dictates of humanFor Oiling Machinery.
ity, the government
of the United
States Is at last forced to the concluoperation of oiling machinery,
The
sion that there is but one course that especially where it is desirable that
It can pursue, and that unless the im
German government should now the oil should be kept from the hands
mmedlately
declare and effect an
abandonment of its present methods of and clothing of the operator, has been
warfare against passenger and freight devised recently In tanking use of the
carrying vessels, this government can
collapsible lead capsules,
have no choice but to sever dlplomat-l- i
relations with the government of the so widely used for artlBts' colors, drugGerman empire altogether.
gists' products, paste, etc.. In the UnitThis decision I have arrived at with
the keenest regret; the possibility of ed States. The capsules are provided
the action contemplated, I am sure, with a screw threat which is screwed
all thoughtful Americans will look into an adapter, which in turn la
forward to with unaffected reluctance:
but we cannot forget that we are in fastened to the part to be lubricated.
some sort and by the force of clrcum
stances the responsible spokesman of The lead capsule and the brass
the rights of humanity, and that we adapter make s tight joint, and all
remain silent while those
cannot
necessary Is to apply pressure
rights seem In process of being swept that Is
utterly away In the maelstrom ot thU trim time .o time, as desired. When
terrible war.
the grease capsule Is emptied, one
We owe It to a due regard for our
own riglits as a nation, to our aense merely unscrews It und pts a new
of duty as a representative of the one In Its place. No refllllnr Is necesrights ot neutrala the world over, and sary, end the pressure of the fingers
to a Just conception of the rights of
mankind, to take this stand now, with Is usually sum dent to force the grease
the utmost solemnity and firmness.
I have taken It, and taken it in the Into the bearing.
confidence that it will meet with your
approval and support.
All obedient
Something to Be Thankful For.
men must unite in hoping that the Im- government, which has
Only a fool man will laugh at a glr!
fierial German
circumstances stood as the because she can't hit the side of a barn
champion of all that we are now contending for In the Interest of human- with a brick; he may marry her some
ity, may recognize the Justice of our day, then he will be glad that this Is
demands and meet them in the spirit
thus.
In which they are made.
well-know-

Travels 430 Miles With Wlfe'a Body.
Oles Will Caso Again at Issue.
Sheridan, Ore. When William E
Boulder. In the District Court an
affidavit was filed by M. M. Hamma, Foster took bis young wife to Alaska
an accountant, asserting that the doc- in 1899, her parents, prominent pioument, upon which Mrs. Olea baseo neers here, made Foster promise thai
her claim for a major portion of the if she died her body would be brought
At Fairbanks six
1400,000 Macky estate, was tampered home for burial.
with before the civil suit began. The weeks ago death claimed Mrs. Fosaffidavit asserta that certain pencil ter. The husband, true to his promtracings were Lot on the paper when ise, was in Sheridan with her body
Hamma examined it In 1910. The civil after a journey that required thirty-sidays. More than 430 miles were
suit was lost by Mrs. Oles, who later
was acquitted on a charge of having covered by dog sledges over lef
forged the Instrument.

EFEAKS UP FOR

trails.

Unpopular Stand.

1I.P.TÍ1AI.3DAÜDIT
MEEKLY GIVES UP
2ET8 DROP

ON MARSHAL, THEN
TOSSES AWAY GUNS RATHER
THAN TURN KILLER.

A New Remedy for
Kklnejr, Eladder and
all Uric Acid Troubles
Dear Readers:
I appeal to those of you who are
bothered with kidney and bladder
trouble, that you give up the nee of
barsh salts or alcoholic medicines and
In their place take a short treatment
of "Anuria" I have taken many of
Dr. Pierce's medicines for the past
twenty-fivyears with good results. I
suffered with kidney trouble for some
years. I recently heard ot the newest
discovery of Dr. Pierce, namely, bis
"Anurlc" Tablets. After using same
I am completely cored of my kidney
trouble. A doctor pronounced me a
well preserved woman for my age, all
due, I believe, to Dr. Pierce's aid.
e

ADMITS THREE HOLDUPS
FORMER COWBOY W. L. CARLISLE
SURRENDERS WHEN TRAPPED
BY POSSE.

VILLA

IS

AGO

FOUND?

Reported 100 Mllea South of U. 8. Border, on Vicentl Ranch, with 200
Bandit Followers.
Presidio, Tex., April 24. A messenger has reached OJlnaga, opposite
here, with the report that Villa Is al
Agua Chile, on Vicentl ranch, with 200
followers. Agua Chile is 100 miles
south of Ojlnaga and about the same
distance east of Chihuahua City, In
the Camargo district. One hundred
and fifty Carranzistas are encamped
on the Conchaa river, about four miles
from Ojlnaga. The report that the
Ojlnaga garrison bad been reinforced
la denied by the commander ot the
garrison, who made his denial to military authorities here. There has been
no explanation of the presence of
Carranzistas near Ojlnaga. It is said
they will endeavor to prevent the
crossing of any American troops from
this point.
It Is known authoritatively that Col
José Rlojas will be transferred from
Ojlnaga. The name of his successor
has not been made known. Agua
Chile is on an established highway 30
miles from Santa Rosalia. The latter
town la on the national railway. It is
possible the bandit chieftain has been
In hiding near Noriega.
GERMANS TALK OF YIELDING.
Reply to Wilson Note Decided Upon
and Press Comments Indicate
Attempt at Conciliation.
Berlin, April 25. The Imperial chanre
cellor. Dr. Von Bethmann-Hollweg- ,
turned to Berlin Sunday, which would
seem to justify the assumption that
the empire's responsible leaders have

Grip-Wi- nter

Colds-B- ad

Blood
Ton are pale, thin, weak with little
vitality. Your liver is sluggish and
the bad blood causes your stomach
muscles to lose their elasticity and become flabby then indigestion.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, purely vegetable and free from
alcohol or narcotics. Is th great and
powerful blood purifier of today. Extracted from American forest herbs
and roots. Contalna no alcohol. Ingredients printed on wrapper.
Taken as directed it will search
out impure and poisonous matter
throughout the system and eliminate

MRS. MELINDA E. MILLER.
If you suffer from backache, lumbago, rheumatism, get "Anurlc" now. It.

Wc.lern Newspaper Union News Service.
Rawlings, Wyo., April 25. Once toe

often the parlor car bandit of th
Union Pacific road made his smilins
appearance In a spectacular robbery.
It was going to be his "last job," ana
he bungled it. He was trailed, cor
nered and captured Saturday after-icoin a sandy bend of the Platte
river, twenty miles north of Fori
Steele, Wyo., a station eight inilet
east of Rawlins. He had fled on foot
more than thirty miles from the point
where he jumped oft the California
Limited Friday night. A posse of 200
mounted men, flanked by automobiles,
surrounded him In a wide circle.
With Wyoming's death penalty foi
train robbery over his head and wltb
$11,000 reward out for him, dead oi
allvo, he refused to fire on his captors.
He "had the drop-- on the first man to
overtake him, City Marshal William
Hayes of Walcott, but as the lattei
turned to race for help the bandit
threw down his revolver and called tc
him: "Come and get me. I won't
shoot What's the use?"
Hayes, suspecting treachery, whipped
out his own gun and fired. The Bhol
went wild and the robber laughed
throwing up his hands to show ho wat
unarmed. The marshal kept him cov
ered with his weapon until the rest ol
the posse rode up.
The bandit said his name was Will
lam L. Carlisle, 25 years old, and that
he had been employed recently on tht
Joe Starr ranch, twenty miles nortn
west of Cheyenne. He confessed al
once to Friday's holdup and to the
robbery of the Overland Limited neai
Cheyenne, April 4, and of the Portlanc
Flyer near Rock Springs, Feb. 9.
Carlisle was brought to Rawlins and
lodged In the county Jail.

After

Adv.

Catarrhal Fever,
Pink Eye, Shipping
Fever, Eplzootlo

INFLUENZA

And sll diseases of the horse affecting- tils throat speedily
cured; colts and horses in same stsble kept from havlna;
them by using Spona'a Distemper ('pasmad I to I donen
often cure; one. bottle guaranteed to cure one case. Bafs
for brood mares, baby colts, stallions, all ases and concompound, too and II
ditions. Most skillful scientific,
Any drtiKRist or delivper bottle; 15 and $10 a dns-n- .
ered by manufacturers.
POHN MKDIC Al. CO, UMhea, las.
-

Ghastly.

Superintendent Clabaugh of the Chicago department of justice was talkanarchist
ing about the nation-widplot that was exposed last month.
"It was as ghastly a thing," he said
"well, as ghastly a thing as the
Ashing story.
"A mother came homo from class
and found her little boy of four bending over the cistern with a piece ol
pie fastened to the end of a cane.
"'What under the sun are you doing?' the mother asked.
'I
"'Why,' said the
dropped baby In here and I've been
fish in' for her more'n an hour, but I
can't even get a bite!' "
e

Dr. Pierce's Plcasopl Pellets are the
original little liver puis put up 40 years
ago. They regulate hvr and bowels. Adv.

Statistics on Baths.
In kinship to godliness, the Bronx
leads. In estrangement from cleanliness, Manhattan poes farthest. So
stated the representative of the sani-

8trong of Mustard.
"What is this thing you're giving
me?" asked the man at the railroad
restaurant, making a wry face.
"A sandwich, of course. What did
you think it was?" asked the
cross-lookin-

blonde.
"I thought It was a mustard pina

ter."
Refuted.

"Dinks thinks he knows it all."
"You're mistaken there. Whenever
he meets one he says: 'Well, how's
everything?' "
ASK FOR AND GET

SKINNER'S
THB HIGHEST QUALITY

SIPAGHETTTTQ
Save the trademark signature of Paul P.
Skinner from all packages and exchange free
for Oneida Community Silverware. Write
e
today for free
recipe book and full
information,

tary bureau, submitted to the board
of health. An inspection of all lodging houses except the municipal lodg- SKINNER MFO. CO OMAHA. U.SJL
LASS EST M ACARO N FACTORY IN AMERICA
ing house, where ba'hs also for Manhattan lodgers are compulsory, re-vealed the fact that Bronx lodgers
faithfully take their daily baths;
Brooklyn lodgers take one in five
days; and Manhattan lodgers take one I
I
Kids
.
In eight days.
There were 3,000 Inmem
metical,
im
nunitfui.
i
dutum
spections. New York TImeB.
Tinenta ever tnvtatPd lor chndrea I ff

KOVERALLS
Keep

Kleen

r

Mara of ae. Made im ooa paces with
drop back. E"Jy tupped oa or of.
taa-l- y washed. INo ttcht eUatac banca
Made in blue
to atop circulation.
dtfiica, and blue and whtM hickory
tripes (off all the year round. Also
tighter weight, fait --color talvrial in
dark blue, cadet blue- - tan or dark red
(or aumracr wear, alt appropriate)?
oaJatea,
tranenrd with
Made to Dutch neck with ettxrw
sleeve and high nock and long

Important to Mothers)

Examine carefully every bott'e ot

CASTORIA, a safe and sure remed.f for
Infanta and children, and see thkt It

Signatui e ot
In Use for Over 30 Yeara.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Sauce for the Goose.
"Look, mother," said little Bobby,
proudly exhibiting a hatful of marbles.
"I won all these from Willie Smith."
"Why, Bobbie," exclaimed his mother. "Don't you know it's wicked to
play marbles for keeps? Go right
ovur to Willie's house and give him
back every one of his marbles."
"Yes, mother," said the boy obediently. "And shall I take that vase
you won at Mrs. Smith's whist party
and give it back to her?'

78c the suit
uam u NrVr
ihnn. chara nrtnid
on receipt ot pnce, X each.
an-FR- EE
ai y "us
l will tend

lllit hi
Levi Strauss
Awird.d

Bware

'rS--

of

InuuticM. Look far

tile Two HoaelksUbti.
&. Co., San Francisco
it Ik P.f.I.E.

6RAM) PRIZE

r.iETz i

DOES IT
ALI.EN'8
When your shoes plnrh or your corns and
Glidaea Tsar Wiaaw
the
(ret
ache,
Allen's
bunions
antiseptic powder to be shaken Into shoes 6 Passengar,
Gives Instant reand used in
h Jfl
lief to Tired, Achlnir, Swollen feet. Over Davis, Electric Light! VL
lUO.ODO
packages are being; used by th and Starter, 25 H. P.
26c.
troops at the front. Sold everywhere,
Greatest hill climber; M to SO miles on I (alios,
Don't accept any substitute.' Adv.
lO.OuO miles on one set of tireii.
sitnolliie
Stewart Speedometer, one man mohair top, KM
So He Gets Around.
in wheel liaxe, 82i3l4 Inch tires, weight t.ets)
atTZ Distributors for Colorado.
"Why do you lace so tight when pounds
New atexloo. Wromluff aud Western Nebraska
Clinton comes around?"
THE HEADINGTON AUTO CO.
"Oh! the poor fellow's arm la so
HuooeniMrs to Colorado Oarteraar Co.
FOOT-KA8-

Foot-Eas-

firayigpOQ

e,

foot-bat-

jJ

3

short."

1636-4- 4

BROADWAY

DENVER. COLO.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED

IVm't be misled. Aslc for Red Cross
Bag Itlue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all Rood grocers. Adv.

Something Accomplished.
Bacon Do you believe he'll ever
learn to write a good hand?
Egbert No; 1 guess he'll be able to
make his mark.

VI

Teat Ore on a Match

ror qaioa menu noat loa ot mineraje In End
ta GaJd
" PRESTO SMELTINQ PASTE
--

afakeflhKbvamelter

on and of ruatrb or twin.
boofcJet New Botono nf

Hrpetin.

K. Col
ItlOB
Skillful men should know how to dis- PATENTS Patent
finished consideration ot the Amerilawyer, iYM.iiii,;in,
l! A ll i and sDaia reML
can note and reached the decision guise their skill.
Ealoa reasonable. Uignal referencia. tkiMrvtuee.
concerning Germany's reply.
The chancellor's return, it is understood, was not expected until today;
hence, a general decision appears to
have been reached earlier than looked
for. There is no intimation ot when
the reply will be formulated, but there
seems to be much significance in the
fact that the Lokal Anzeiger, which is
r
consistently well Informed, says that
"Germany's strength and prestige
cf experience fit once on the ferns ef
have so Increased in the last twenty
months in the eyes of the whole
world that the German government
has, indeed, only to follow the commandments ot wisdom."

Czar Wounded During Air Raid.
"Do you know bow much the war Is
London, April 24. A narrow escapf
costing Europe every day?" asked the for Emperor Nicholaa of Russia frotr
statistician.
death or injury by bombs dropped bj
"No," answered the busy man. "1 an
Austrian airman during a visit ol
only know the number of friends It has
Emperor to a southern sector ot
cost me In my home town to maintain the
the Russian line, is reported,
strict neutrality."
Germans take French trenches at
Verdun
southeast of Haucourt. and
Right.
Kept
Temperature
Dead
Man's hill. French cap
ot
west
In
Freight cars for shipping bananas
in Avocourt wood.
winter are heated by half a dozen or so ture positions
Turks report 4,000 British wert
large oil stoves rsnged down the cenand wounded in battle ot April
ter ot the car. The temperature is killed
17 on Tigris river.
kept at an average of $5 degrees.
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Farm Hands
I7estern Canada

To replace the young farmers who
have enlisted for the war. Good wages

:
J.

-
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Afloro is no danger or

W. V. DENNTTT, Reera 4, Dee Bid.-- , Omaha, Near.
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NO PASSPORTS ARK NECESSARY TO ENTER CANADA
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SHOP

BARBER

PAHLOR

LIME

Feüx Jones, prop.

y
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LOCAL & PERSONAL'
ANIMAS STATION
A social was held in W. VV.
Eaaes' dance hall In the valley on
the 19th inst., and all report having had a good time.
Mr. and Mrs. II. E. Dupuy and
Mr. W. E. Stivers motored to Doug-la-

Sanitation
Purposes

die. Per Pound

st

Monday.

A troop of cavalry, east bound,
passed through the valley Wednes-

4")

if)

Blacksmith, Wheel-wigSpring and axel Welding
Wood Working
Horseshoing.
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LOHDSBJRO, NEW MEXICO

8

TOR SALE
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Hi. linn'

I

JIMMIE'S
(AUTO SERVICE
Any Place

STORE COFiPANY
FUANí'1-C-

H.

I!

EL

Day or Nie;ht

A

I'UOl'lilKU I!
Meats. - Vecretahle3 ar.c!
PROMPT Deliveries
Ph me No. 6 - 2 Kings

1'r

SUre North of S.

j Overtoil Tonriro

m

Car

S.

lilUAWI.

THEATRE

World Features
now show infj
Thursday Nights

PliOI'KIKTOU

REDROCK

í

Thursday,

u

(Eftoniíatns

15 and 25c
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And
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assortments.

away Fresh

These are the kind you see
advertised in
the Saturday Evenino Post
and are What She Wantst

I

HAnnT r AnnlUn
PEOPEIETOE

Strictly Hand Made Saddles Repairing Done
Saddles Made To Order Work Guaranteed

i

ONE DOOB EAST OP STAB THEATEE

.

85 Mine

OPEN FOR BUSINESS I

Í
I

,
(

LORDS BURG, NEW MEXICO
iiiiiiMilliani,i.,.

iiai,niiiiiiiiiiiiii.ini.

Directory

(p:eccccccccccoooecoeo8ort
fci

Are Very Cordially Invited to Worship at the

II. L. SWINK, Owner

j
h

FEESH MEATS
O

iiliinl

ll.t(V...a

i.i.i.l..

I

T

O

...tliii.-i-

AUTO DELIVERY

!j

J. W. JOHNSON
85 MINE STORE

8

at the 85 mine
jLauiji. rice luiumuuue
Clivery anywhere in this Vicin-V ity.
Get Johnson's Prices Bc-- b
vfore You Buy.
8
OTown Prices

BAPTIST CHURCH

NEXT SUNDAY
An Excellent Musical Program Offers

"C0 2vI2íT3J.

-

:B--- C

Mine Machinery

that

every machine
test shop.and

that

cover it with

U

Ice Cream.
PEE QUAET

SOUTHWESTERN
113

Durango Street,

WRECKING

CO.

Pao,

Texaa

El

Paul Nesch, proprietor cf the
Bakery of' this
;lace, was here Sunday with hia
lai.niy in his rew Chevrolet car,
visiting Manager Haltom of the
iiaKery and Mr. NescH s many
iriends here.
Dr. E. C. DeMoss received his
:'ine new BuicK roadster from Earl
iverr, the local agent, Monday. The
car is one of the classiest road
sters in this section.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Williams and
Mr. and Mrs. Deavers of Duncan,
passed through here Saturday en
.oute to the Elephant Butte dam,
where they will- make a short va
BEST ON EARTH Every Loaf Wrapped
cation trip.
A jolly party of young folks
went on a hayride to Buggy-To- p
Mountain Saturday night, return- Where Quality, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. Heading about midnight.
There were quarters for everything in the Bakery Line. Special orders for
aver 30 persons in the crowd.
Fancy Bakery Goods solicited. Phone orders delivered.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. McCabe
and children were visitors in the
We Have the Business, and we Want YOUR Business
city for the past week, where they
have many friends, who are glad to
Orders Solicited
Our Guarantee Protects You.
welcome them back.
Phone 38
Dr. R. E. Buvens returned TuesG. E. Haltom, Manager
day from a vacation trip of four Paul Nesch, Proprietor
days to his old home at Dona Ana,

Mm

Power

Compny

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery
Lordsburg's First Class Bakery

.

Out-of-To-

Phone42 BmcK

(

The first set of dishes to be

given away at the Star Theater
was won by John Mitchell, bachelor.
Whacha going to do with
em, John?

Proprietor

W. M. BENTLEY.

ANY TIME

ANY PLACE

vices.

Reasonable Rates

..

..

Careful Drivers
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J. C. Gatti of Clifton was in the
city the last of the week contracting for a shipment of beef cattle.

Real Estate

Insurance
tiim Ingstar

& Átllllfi line

Powder the Invisible Hair
Goods at one half retail price
direct from the importers.
She gives Marinello Treatments
' and
teaches the System
Your old hair goods can be made

14 Leading Fire Insurance Companies

manager.

Who Will Be The First?

tailor.--

Parties, etc.
POB SALE AT

Touring Car Serv lfífiphone42

En-

i

We Will Open Oiir

Savings Department

High class tailoring, cleaning, press'
ing and altering. Ladies and Gentle'
mens suits made at home from. S18.00
to $40.00.
See M. P. Farrur, the

ANY PLAV0B

4.

BUICK "25" FOR SALE $575
Big snap. Self starting and
lighting system. Just overhauled. Good as new. .En-

is-

4pci

quire at Liberal office.

cent INTEREST

Zj-f-

COMPOUNDED

g

HOW SAVINGS

Rev. J. A. Land will preach, at
the Baptist church here Sunda.v
morning and evening.

Ü3

.

J. L. ALLEN, Proprietor

The Newest Place in Town
KEG BEER ON TAP

LTw

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the interior, u. S. Land Of I Ice
t
Cruces. N. M., April 22. 19)6.
Lu
,
; Notice Is hereby given
that Human Arnold,
of Anima N. M., who on October 18, 1916,
made homestead entry No. 011791 for SYj
Section 17, Township 2"7 8.. Ranee 19 W., N.
M. P. Meridian, haa tiled notice of intentt'on
to make final three year proof to estábil nh
claim to the landabovv deacrUed, before A. .B.
ward, u. B. LommifK loner, nt Animas, N. 11 .,
on the 7th day of June,
Cluimant names aa wttnosses;
William W. Jones, John F. Burns, Robert h.
Dupuy. William E. Stivers, all of Animas, N.

19.

M

api28ioayC8

John L. Bumsid.

Resist,.

M0NTHSAVINGS

I

$

5.00
7.00
10.00

20.00

FORI YEAR
$

FOR 5 YEARS

61.30
85.22
122.60
245.20

$

a

GROW

,

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars

For Price

POWER

Mesen Sanitary

and

our guarantee.

Truck Delivery
For Ice

ICE

El Paso Ice Cream and Cold
Drinks at Mrs. Stevens' Ice
Cream Parlor.

PHONE 42

HOISTS, mining, milling
power machinery at prices
w ill surprise you.

Write

Estimates Furnished

ening. -

BUNGALOW FOR RENT
rooms. Bath. Modern.
quire at Liberal office.

A. LAND

Furnished for

loaves our

home wired.

Mrs. Bruce Heogy guarantees her work and is well
known throughout Atizona.
Residence at Mrs. Marbles.
American
National writes.
Life, Accident and Health insurance. J. B. Crowell, district

A Male Quartett
A Mixed Quartet
Solos and Congregational Singing
The Pastors Subiect is

65o

We

surprised to learn
how little it costs to have your
You will be

over.

5
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HAVE IT DONE NOW

DON'T FORGT TO VISIT THE
DEMONSTRATOR
AT THE
EAGLE DRUG. She will show
you Milady's Beauty Cream and

"85" Meat Market

1

That is the first question asked
by those renting or buying homes.

Parson's Saddlery

I NOW

J

THE MINT CLUB

Tuesday

Every

Ve sell so many cf these
famously good chocclates that
we can alwcys ?upply any of the

dohnston

the Price, 5 and 10c

DIAMOND FROM THE SKY

"THE APPRECIATED

r'.'iii

the power project, left Thursday,
accompanied by R. H. Woods, to
make a tour of the neighboring
towns and mining camps to ascer
tain the market possibilites of their
product.
Easter Sunday was a perfect day
and was fittingly observed here
by an excellent sermon delivered
by G. W. Williamson, in the morn
ing, followed by a Sunday school
and picnic dinner, then an Easter
egg hunt, in which Lizzie Hill suc N. M.
Mrs. Baird returned to her home
ceeded in finding the largest num
at Alamogordo, N. M., on Tuesber of eggs.
day, after a pleasant visit ' with
Mrs. W. W. McGrath and grandchildren.
There will be no preaching services at the Methodist church on
Sunday afternoon or evening, and
that congregation will join with
the other churches in their ser-
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being burned.
The Woodmen held their regular monthly meeting Saturday evening.
The school house of the Upper
Animas was filled to capacity Saturday evening, the occasion being
me regular meeting of the literary
Society. After a recitation by Mrs.
J. C. Wright the dramatic society
staged a most interesting and
laughabie farce, entitled, "Getting
tíowser s uoat.
A govérnment horse buyer made
a trip tnrough the valley on the
19tn. He bought some T7 , XT,
and 44 horses.
Judge King motored to Lords- buig Monday evening, to attend
the Odd Fellows' Anniversary.
Fred Arnold arrived from
the first of the week, on a visit
to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. H
Arnold.
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The Playas school, after having
been closed for two months, opened last Monday.
The corn-cri- b
of S. R. Dunagan
was destroyed by fire Wednesday
night, about 800 bushels of corn,
two saddles and a large corn shell-e- r
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E. Siseo, of El Paso arrived
the city the last part of the week
to accept a postion as undertaker
and clerk at the Roberts & Leahy
Mercantile Co. He was called to
San Simon to embalm a body
within 10 minutes after he had
arrived here. Mr. Siseo is a pro
gressive business man and is
quite an assest to Leahy's.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Cox of Silver City were here Thursday
motoring over from the county
seat. T ney were accompanied by
Mr. Cox's Drother who departed
on No. 10 for California.
A special feature of this week's
Liberal is President Wilson's address to Congress. Read it.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Hough and daughter Miss Rhoda
were visitors here from Paradise
Arizona, Thursday.
B. Pague was in town from the
Animasi Tuesday.
John Weems
accompanied him from Separ.
Judge Oliver King was here from
;he Animas Tuesday, attending the
'jdd Fellows' banquet Monday ev11.
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